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Abstract 
Because of the evolution of cellular communication technologies, base station 
antennas have developed a lot. This thesis focuses on the developing of base station 
antennas and addresses some of their challenges. 
The challenges that face base station antenna designers for 3G, 4G and 5G mobile 
networks can be summarized as having a reconfigurable smart antenna that can operate 
in different roles, obtaining a MIMO antenna system with good diversity in multi-
band, and constructing less conspicuous base station platforms. Of course, small size, 
low profile and less-cost antennas are preferable. 
Based on the above discussions, this thesis offers six major contributions to address 
the stated problems and challenges. They can be summarized as follow: 
 A novel design of reconfigurable base station antenna which can operate into 
two different roles across the band from 1.7 to 2.7 GHz. 
 A new mathematical modelling for optimum partitioning of a phased-MIMO 
antenna array. 
 A novel dual-band MIMO antenna system using overlapped subarrays based 
on the phased-MIMO technique to cover the bands from 0.7 to 0.96 GHz and 
from 1.7 to 2.7 GHz simultaneously. To the best of the author’s knowledge, 
the phased-MIMO technique has been practically applied for the first time in 
this PhD work. 
 A novel MIMO triple-broadband indoor base station antenna to serve 2G, 3G, 
4G and 5G networks. The antenna performance supports MIMO system 
utilizing polarization diversity due to its co-located dual-polarized dipoles. 
 A new MIMO antenna array for 5G mobile networks which can operate in 
broadcast or traffic communication topologies whenever required. The MIMO 
array uses a novel Pseudo Inverse Synthesis to produce concurrent dynamic 
multiple beams outperforming other multi-beam antenna array methods. 
 A novel transparent antenna array for 5G pico-cell base stations is proposed. 
This transparency allows the antenna to be feasibly integrated with a street 
lamp to achieve visual camouflage. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
Every story has a beginning, and the developments in mobile communications are 
not different. The use of mobile devices has been growing rapidly for the last few 
decades, and the same trend will continue in the near future, as the global number of 
mobile subscriptions is constantly increasing and applications are more and more data-
intensive [1]–[4]. The constant evolution of mobile communications together with the 
emergence of multiple wireless communication systems fosters the antenna 
community to design new compact antenna systems capable of satisfying the market 
demands. 
In this chapter, the evolution of mobile communication and base station design and 
its corresponding effect on the evolution of antenna designs are detailed. The various 
types of base station antennas are examined and their parameters corresponding to 
their usage are discussed. The problems and challenges of the existing base station 
antennas are identified; as a result, the development of new antennas for the base 
stations is selected as the research topic of the thesis.  
1.1. Evolution of Mobile Communications 
When mobile communications are described, they refer to the overall technology, 
speed, frequency and system in numeric generations such as 3G, 4G or 5G. Each 
generation has unique technologies that define it. The evolution of mobile 
communications is shown in Fig. 1.1. 
 
Fig. 1.1. Evolution of mobile communication 
The very first generation of a commercial cellular network was introduced in the 
late 70s with fully implemented standards being established throughout the 80s [4]. 
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The radio signals used by 1G were analogue signals, meaning the voice of a call was 
modulated to a higher frequency rather than being encoded to digital signals. Analogue 
signals degrade over time and space meaning that voice data often lacked quality 
within a call. In comparison, for digital communications, a larger amount of data could 
be carried effectively. 
The second generation saw the introduction of GSM (Global System for Mobile 
Communication) technologies as a standard in the early 90s. It allowed for digital voice 
and data to be sent across the network and allowed users to roam for the first time. It 
also used Signalling and Data Confidentially and Mobile Station Authentication to 
ensure improved security and privacy of telephone calls. The advance in technology 
from 1G to 2G introduced many of the fundamental services that are still used today, 
such as SMS, international roaming, conference calls, call hold and billing based on 
services e.g. charges based on long distance calls and real-time billing. 
Between the year 2000 and 2003, an upgrade in technologies introduced the packet 
network, which provided high-speed data-transfer and Internet, and became known as 
2.5G. The standards included GPRS (General Packet Radio Service) and EDGE 
(Enhanced Data Rates in GSM). GPRS supported flexible data transmission rates and 
provided a continuous connection with the network. It also allowed the service 
provider to charge for the quantity of data sent, rather than their connection time. 
Introduced commercially in 2001, the goals set out for the third generation (3G) 
mobile communications were to facilitate greater voice and data capacity, support a 
wider range of applications and increase data transmission at a lower cost [5]. For the 
first time, this generation supported high-speed Internet access as well as fixed 
wireless Internet access and allowed for video calls, chatting and conferencing, mobile 
TV, video on demand services, navigational maps, email, mobile gaming, music and 
digital services such as movies. Significantly, greater security features were introduced 
within 3G, including Network Access, Domain Security and Application Security. 
Initiated in 2010, 4G is an all IP based network system [6]. Its purpose was to 
provide high speed, high quality and high capacity to users while improving the 
security and lowering the cost of the voice and data services, multimedia and Internet 
over IP. One of the major benefits of an IP based network was that it was able to 
seamlessly handover, for voice and data to GSM, UMTS and CDMA2000 
technologies from the previous different generation infrastructure. The fourth 
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generation introduced the LTE standard, which only supported packet switching and 
an all IP Network. There was a significant amount of infrastructure changes that had 
to be implemented by service providers in order to supply because voice calls in GSM, 
UMTS and CDMA were circuit-switched, so with the adoption of LTE, carriers had 
to re-engineer their voice call network. However, LTE could not fulfil the 
specifications, but its successor LTE-Advanced did [7]. The 4G networks used over 
40 frequency bands around the world [5], [7] and provided 1 Gb/s peak data 
transmission by utilizing techniques such as MIMO and carrier aggregation [8]. 
The fifth generation (5G) is the next generation of commercial cellular network, set 
to increase Internet connection speeds significantly. Different estimations have been 
made for the date of commercial introduction of 5G networks, but they are generally 
around the year 2020. One of the main benefits of increased connectivity being 
plugged as the underlying selling point of 5G is the IoT (Internet of Things), which 
would make the most of the higher speed of connectivity to allow for seamless 
integration of devices on a scale never been achievable before. It will operate at new 
sub-6 GHz bands for massive MIMO (M-MIMO) operation as well as mm-wave 
frequency bands for increased data rate and higher capacity [9]. 
1.2. Evolution of the Base Station Antennas 
As well as its obvious function of providing communication links between a base 
station and a mobile terminal, the base station antenna improves the channel capacity 
and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [10]. Researchers have focused on the use of smart 
antenna technologies to construct base station antennas in which identical frequencies 
can be used in the same cell, increasing the maximum number of users in the cell 
without allocation of additional radio frequency bands. 
In the mid of 1990s, the term smart antenna (also known as intelligent antenna) 
was introduced to describe antenna systems which have the capabilities of estimating 
the useful signal Direction of Arrival (DOA). Nowadays, the term has been broadened 
to include antenna systems which can control their parameters such as radiation 
patterns, frequency bands, geometries, .. etc. [11].  
Antenna systems for base stations have evolved significantly since the early days 
of analogue and then digital mobile communications, which typically operated on a 
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single frequency, through to the 4th generation LTE systems, which support multiple 
radio spectrum bands and increasingly higher frequencies. 
Table 1.1 includes the most major worldwide frequency bands. However, other 
frequency bands are allocated to mobile communication services in some countries [5] 
Table 1.1. Frequency bands 
Frequency Band Short reference 
450 - 470 MHz 450 MHz 
800 - 890 MHz 800 MHz 
870 - 960 MHz 900 MHz 
1710 - 1880 MHz 1800 MHz 
1850 - 1990 MHz 1900 MHz 
1900 - 2170 MHz 2100 MHz 
2170 - 2710 MHz 2600 MHz 
3300 - 3800 MHz 5G Sub-6 GHz (B1) 
4800 - 5000 MHz 5G Sub-6 GHz (B2) 
24-86 GHz 5G mm-Wave 
 
Cellular radio engineering defines transmission from a base station to a mobile 
device as the downlink while the opposite direction, from the mobile device to the base 
station, is known as the uplink. The radio link budget for the downlink and uplink need 
to be calculated independently with the weakest ultimately limiting the cellular radio 
coverage. Mobile networks are typically uplink limited due to the lower transmit 
power of the mobile device when compared with the radio base station. Several 
techniques are available to enhance radio performance of the uplink and are typically 
visible in the configuration of the antenna systems in both base stations and mobile 
devices [12]. 
In this section, the evolution of the base station antenna systems are explored 
starting with the introduction of the digital cellular with the GSM. The GSM antenna 
systems are important to understand the evolution of 3G UMTS and 4G LTE systems, 
as there is much in common with later generations of technology. However, the level 
of functional integration means that many of these components are not necessarily 
exposed as stand-alone functions in modern systems. 
GSM networks started to appear during the early 1990s, initially operating in the 
same 900 MHz-band as the analogue system enabling it to be combined in to the then 
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existing antennas. Given the increasing popularity of mobile phones, it was necessary 
for the operators to build denser networks of cell sites to manage capacity while also 
extending geographical coverage to satisfy the demand for service. This, along with 
the introduction of several new mobile network operators into the cellular market, led 
to a massive programme of cell site rollout and rapid evolution in the antenna systems 
[13]. Although GSM was initially specified to operate in the 900 MHz band, a higher 
frequency version, GSM1800, was introduced for the 1800 MHz band. 
1.2.1. Antenna Systems for 2G GSM 
Early GSM base station antenna systems operated with a technique known as space 
diversity, a system in which two receiving antennas are deployed at the base station to 
improve the uplink. These antennas are separated in space such that their fading is de-
correlated, thereby reducing dropped calls. Fading occurs due to the combination of 
multipath components of the signal received from the mobile device, which arrives via 
multiple reflections rather than a direct line of sight [14].  
The use of space diversity antennas is a key consideration in determining the size 
of the structure and mounting frame. Typically, a base station would require a 
separation of at least ten wavelengths between the two receiving antennas (i.e. 3.3 
metres separation at 900 MHz and 1.67 metres at 1800 MHz). It was quite common 
for operators to deploy omnidirectional antennas in the early days of GSM rollout - 
effectively a single set of radio transceiver equipment providing coverage to 360°. 
Deploying a three-cell sector site would be more expensive as three sets of radio 
transceiver equipment would be required although this would offer greater capacity 
and, more importantly, in the early days of rollout, greater geographical coverage due 
to the higher antenna gain which can be achieved through a more focused 
radiofrequency beam (i.e. 120° rather than 360°) [15]. 
Fig. 1.2 illustrates a typical GSM1800 site configuration. In the case of space 
diversity omnidirectional antenna systems, this figure illustrates the complete RF 
deployment whilst, for a typical three cell sector site, this illustrates a single cell sector. 
To provide 360° coverage, two additional cell sectors would be constructed in the same 
way. Depending on the traffic capacity offered, more than one transceiver (consisting 
of one transmitter and two receivers along with associated processing capability) per 
cell sector may be deployed [13]. 
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Fig. 1.2. Typical RF and antenna system of an early GSM1800 base station [13] 
Several transmitted signals are combined using an RF combiner to provide a single 
output containing multiple (if more than one transceiver) RF signals. The combined 
output forms an input to the duplex filter, which enables an antenna to transmit and 
receive at the same time. In this way, one antenna of the space diversity pair is a 
transmit/receive antenna while the other is receive-only in most common early 
implementations. 
The antenna side of the duplex filter is extended to a tower-mounted Low Noise 
Amplifier (LNA) using a 50 Ω coaxial cable RF feeder. The LNA associated with the 
transmit/receive antenna contains two duplex filters, one either side of the receive 
amplifier, which splits the transmitted signal from receive and allows the transmitted 
signal to pass through the LNA without any active modification (albeit with slight 
attenuation) and is unaffected if the LNA loses its DC power source. A short coaxial 
cable connects the LNA to the antenna from which the transmitted signal is radiated. 
In the receive direction, the signal arrives at one or both antennas and is passed to the 
LNA in which the duplex filter directs the weak received signal to the amplifier which 
has a typical gain from 12 dB to 15 dB. After amplification, the duplex filter allows 
the received signal to travel down the main RF feeder to the base station-mounted 
duplex filter. The duplex filter directs the received signals to the primary and diversity 
receive multi-couplers (not required on the receive-only antenna). These are active RF 
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signal splitters which produce a number of copies of the received signal, one for each 
primary and one for each diversity receiver. The multi-coupler contains amplifiers to 
offset the losses incurred by splitting the signal. Digital signal processing algorithms 
within the base station determine whether the best-received signal is from one path or 
the other or, whether combining the two signals will improve the situation. Many of 
the RF components of an early GSM base station were subsequently integrated to form 
a single transceiver module [16]. 
The cable supplying DC power for the LNA was true of early LNAs (shown in Fig. 
1.3) although, as these components evolved, use was made of a Bias-T device. The 
Bias-T device takes DC power from the base station and injects this in the main RF 
coaxial cable in a way that does not interfere with the higher frequency cellular radio 
transmissions. The Bias-T operation is reversed within the LNA to access the DC 
power required to operate the amplifier. 
 
Fig. 1.3. A vertical polarization antenna from a space diversity pair, with LNA [16] 
During the late 1990s, there were significant developments into an alternative 
approach to uplink antenna diversity. This new design would use polarization diversity 
rather than space diversity. All radio wave transmissions operate at a defined 
polarization, the most common being either vertical or horizontal. A vertically 
polarized signal has an electric field, which is perpendicular to the surface of the Earth 
whereas the electric field of a horizontally polarized signal is parallel to the surface of 
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the Earth. Polarization diversity replaced two vertically polarized antennas with one 
antenna containing two ports (for two internal arrays), these being oriented at 45° 
clockwise of vertical and the other at 45° anti-clockwise. By removing the need for 
spatial separation, a new range of narrower towers and slim columns and lampposts 
could be used to support cellular antenna systems thereby reducing the visual impact 
and enabling new and innovative site designs [10]. 
Although spatial diversity performs slightly better than polarization diversity, this 
has to be set against the advantages of not needing to build the spatial diversity 
requirements into site and structure designs. Over time, polarization diversity became 
the solution of choice. Fig. 1.4 illustrates the concept of space diversity versus 
polarization diversity; each solution has two ports (antennas) for diversity. 
 
Fig. 1.4. Vertically polarized space diversity antennas (left) compared to a polarization 
diversity antenna with ±45° slant polarization (right) [17] 
Additionally, as sites became ever closer in distance to support higher capacity in 
more densely populated areas, the slightly poorer performance of polarization diversity 
became less of an issue; the greater flexibility with site design is a real advantage. 
Likewise, in rural areas, once the new antenna performance figures were built into the 
propagation-modelling tool, they were automatically taken into consideration when 
selecting new site locations and parameters. As with all aspects of cellular radio 
engineering, base station antenna design is an evolving field; dual-band, dual-
polarization antennas became common after the introduction of 3G UMTS systems 
followed by remote electrical tilts, which simplified the process of network 
optimization [17]. 
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1.2.2. Rolling out 3G UMTS 
The introduction of 3G UMTS in the 2100 MHz band drove the adoption of dual-
band antenna systems, the majority using polarization diversity but with some space 
diversity systems. There are two approaches to supporting multiple frequency bands 
in an antenna system. Firstly, the antenna could be wideband and as such, the operating 
frequency bands of two or more radio systems are covered [18]. The second approach 
is to integrate multiple antenna arrays in a common housing/shroud such that there are 
two antennas per band [19]. The wideband antenna approach offers lower gain and is 
only practical for bands that are close to each other in frequency, i.e. 1800 MHz and 
2100 MHz. The multi-antenna approach ensures maximum gain for a given operating 
band but requires a wider and more expensive antenna system (illustrated in Fig. 1.5).  
 
 
Fig. 1.5. 4-port, dual-band (1800 & 2100 MHz) passive antenna panels [19] 
The radio network planning process and practical site design considerations 
determine which approach is adopted, often on a site-by-site basis. The significant 
growth of mobile data traffic has led to further densification of the 3G network using 
smaller base stations with limited geographical coverage deployed in hotspots to 
increase network capacity. These small cell sites often required small and discreet 
antennas. 
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The rollout of 3G networks was a catalyst for the introduction of network sharing; 
some operators sharing just passive infrastructure such as sites, power supplies, towers 
and antennas while others also sharing active equipment (i.e. 3G radio base stations). 
Antenna sharing often involves combining radio systems from different operators on 
to common RF feeder systems. Network sharing to varying extents is a trend, which 
continues today [12]. 
1.2.3. Moving to 4G LTE 
EE launched its 4G network with the 1800 MHz spectrum, which was repurposed 
from GSM. This enabled a rapid rollout of 4G because it could reuse the entire antenna 
system that was in place to support GSM1800. The 4G spectrum auction released two 
new frequency bands for cellular use; these are 800 and 2600 MHz. The 800 MHz 
band provides greater coverage than the higher frequency band whilst the 2600 MHz 
band provides significantly more capacity. 
The trade-off between coverage and capacity is nothing new in cellular radio 
engineering [19]-[20]. LTE introduced the concept of MIMO to the cellular radio 
interface. In its base configuration, this includes two transmitters and two receivers per 
radio unit (base station and user equipment), known as 2×2 MIMO. The use of MIMO 
increases the data rate and performance of the cellular radio interface. Higher-order 
MIMO modes such as 4×4 are increasingly being deployed to further enhance 4G LTE 
networks. A 4×4 system requires four antennas, typically 2 × cross-polarized arrays to 
support the base station transmission and four antennas in the mobile device [21]. 
The introduction of two new frequency bands had a dramatic effect on radio site 
design. Existing antenna systems did not support either band; therefore, a large 
programme of site upgrades was necessary to support the mass rollout of 4G from the 
operators. At the same time, a new concept for base station architecture was being 
adopted which involved a level of functional decomposition of the traditional rack-
mounted base station into dedicated baseband capability and separate radio units. The 
radio transceiver could be a rack-mounted Radio Frequency Unit or Remote Radio 
Unit (RRU) (also known as Remote Radio Head (RRH). The split base station solution 
enabled the concept of Cloud (or Centralized) Radio Access Network (CRAN) as 
originally proposed by China Mobile Research Institute. In a CRAN architecture, the 
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Baseband Unit (BBU) would be centralized at a location, which connects to multiple 
cell sites, each cell site having multiple RRUs [13]. 
One of the advantages of a centralized BBU is the ability to coordinate scheduling 
and mitigate interference between adjacent cell sites thereby increasing overall 
network performance and, in particular, improving cell edge performance. The 
interface between the BBU and RRU is based on an industry standard known as 
Common Public Radio Interface, which, because of the split of functionality, has very 
exacting performance requirements in terms of high throughput and low latency. 
Fig. 1.6 illustrates the level of complexity, which is common when multiple radio 
access technologies and/or frequency bands are deployed on a cell site. The diagram 
shows an 8-port antenna operating in four groups of two, each group of two having 
±45 degrees polarizations. 
 
 
Fig. 1.6. Multi-band antenna system supporting multiple RATs across a range of 
frequency bands [13] 
The base station could be a single system supporting multiple Radio Access 
Technologies (RATs) across a range of frequency bands or could be several separate 
base stations contributing to the overall site build. Fig. 1.6 consists of a single base 
station supporting 2G in the 1800 MHz band and 4G in the 800, 1800 and 2600 MHz 
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bands along with a dedicated base station for 3G in the 2100 MHz band. The diagram 
is simplified as that the internal RF components are not illustrated, and the base station 
is represented as a single functional entity. 
The 800, 1800 and 2100 MHz bands are all deployed with ground-mounted radio 
frequency units while the 2600 MHz system consists of ground-mounted baseband 
with tower-mounted RRU to optimize the radio interface. The attenuation of a coaxial 
feeder system increases with frequency and therefore the coverage at 2600 MHz can 
be improved by deploying the radio as close to the antenna as possible. Placing the 
RRU close to the antenna removes the need for an external LNA because its 
functionality is included in the RRU. 
Fig. 1.7 shows an 8-port antenna system supporting 800, 1800, 2100 and 2600 MHz 
frequency bands. Each pair of ports having the same colour provides ±45° 
polarizations. RED ports cover the frequencies from 790 to 960 MHZ, WHITE ports 
cover the frequencies from 1710 to 1880 MHz, BLUE ports cover the frequencies from 
1900 to 2170 MHz and YELLOW ports cover the frequencies from 2500 to 2690 MHz. 
Four indicators are used to indicate the beam tilting at each band [22]. 
 
 
Fig. 1.7. 8-port antenna supporting 800, 1800, 2100 and 2600 MHz 
frequency bands [22] 
790 – 960 MHz 1710 – 1880 MHz 
1900 – 2170 MHz 
2500 – 2690 MHz 
Tilting indicators 
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1.3. Research Motivations 
In recent years, mobile communications have evolved rapidly. This evolution 
induced a parallel development in the designing of both smartphone and base station 
antennas. Although many pieces of research have been conducted on the design of 
base station antennas, there is a continuous demand for finding new antenna solutions 
to meet the current and future wireless technology generations. As an example, the 
avenue of designing a compact reconfigurable smart antenna with tuned parameters 
(frequency band, radiation pattern, etc...) to meet the requirements of various cellular 
mobile networks in different urban areas. Moreover, the demand for offering high 
quality simultaneous mobile communication services (2G, 3G and 4G) with fewer 
numbers of antenna platforms and compact sizes. Despite a considerable amount of 
researches have already been done on the design of MIMO base station antennas, the 
design of small size, low cost, fewer elements and yet efficient and multi-standard 
(wideband or multi-band) diversity antennas for base stations still remains a 
challenging issue. 
The transition from the current 4G mobile network to 5G is anticipated to occur 
within the near future. Realizing a superior mobile network when upgrading to higher 
frequencies is a big challenge, especially, for the indoor coverage where the effects of 
the path loss and multipath become more severe. For such cases, compact size indoor 
base station antennas covering multiple bands (rather than multiple narrowband 
antennas) are in high demand to cover multiple services (3G, 4G and 5G) 
simultaneously. Moreover, the limitation in the available space for the indoor 
application makes MIMO co-located antenna with polarization diversity a better 
option than MIMO widely separated antenna with spatial diversity. 
The 5G wireless network is scheduled to be deployed in the early 2020s, and this 
commercialization process would be faster than the plan. Wireless speeds in a 5G 
world are expected to be remarkably fast with download rates of up to 10 Gb/s (10 
times faster than current top-of-the-line Internet service) and the lag time between 
sending a message and its arrival should be reduced to almost nothing at less than one 
millisecond. Such speeds would allow a consumer to download a high-definition 
movie in less than a second. The 5G base station is expected to operate in two different 
roles. The first role is the broadcast topology where 5G offers similar services like 2G, 
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3G and 4G networks. Furthermore, the second role is to provide traffic topology where 
base station antenna allocates multiple beams for multiple users on what is called 
point-to-multipoint (P2MP) basis 
Utilizing higher frequencies in 5G networks than their counterparts used in 4G 
networks arises the problem of suffering from higher path losses. This problem may 
be overcome by deploying more MC and/or PC base stations. To respond to the public 
pressure of less conspicuous base stations, the camouflage antenna is a good candidate. 
The challenge in this situation emerges from the trade-off between achieving good 
antenna performance and suitable camouflage. 
Based on the above discussion, this thesis proposes several designs of smart base 
station antennas covering the 3G, 4G and sub-6 GHz 5G mobile networks. Each design 
has been validated by fabricating and measuring its prototype. Both the indoor and 
outdoor scenarios have been taken into consideration. Moreover, new algorithms are 
proposed to support the functionality of the smart base station antennas. The proposed 
designs and algorithms meet the shortcomings of the existing base station antenna 
designs. 
1.4. Organization of the Thesis 
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: 
Chapter 2 illustrates the main parameters and features of the base station antennas 
categorized according to their applications. 
Chapter 3 discusses MIMO antenna systems and their design parameters. Then, it 
discusses the antenna diversity systems and their effects on MIMO performance. This 
chapter also studies the applications of MIMO systems in base station antennas.  
Chapter 4 introduces a novel reconfigurable three-sector dual-mode dual-polarized 
antenna for use primarily in mobile communication base stations. The design offers 
the flexibility to be used as a sectoral (directive) or omnidirectional base station 
antenna whenever required. 
Chapter 5 introduces and optimizes the concept of applying phased-MIMO OLAS 
for multi-band service where the antenna array is divided into multiple subarrays 
which are allowed to be overlapped. In this chapter, a mathematical formula for the 
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optimum partitioning scheme is derived to determine the optimum division of an array 
into subarrays and the number of elements in each subarray. 
Chapter 6 applies the concept of using OLAS presented in Chapter 5, to a dual-
broadband antenna array. Firstly, Chapter 6 proposes a novel design of a dual-
broadband dual-polarized antenna for mobile communication base stations. Moreover, 
a new linear array is proposed and implemented. Unlike reported dual-band base 
station antenna arrays, the proposed array uses a novel technique of two MIMO OLAS 
with shared radiating antenna elements. 
Chapter 7 introduces a new design of a triple-band dual-polarized indoor base 
station antenna for mobile communication systems serving the 2G, 3G, 4G and the 
new sub-6 GHz 5G applications simultaneously. 
Chapter 8 introduces a new design of a dual-polarized base station antenna element 
for sub-6 GHz 5G communications. Furthermore, the antenna element is extended to 
form a planar MIMO antenna array to either perform in a broadcast or traffic 
communication topology whenever required. In the broadcast communication 
topology, the MIMO antenna array offers similar services like 2G, 3G and 4G 
networks. In traffic topology, the proposed MIMO antenna array can direct multiple 
beams to concurrent multiple users in a P2MP communication based on a novel PIS.  
Chapter 9 focuses on PC base stations, which are more likely to be utilized in 5G 
mobile communication networks. It presents a novel transparent dual-polarized 
antenna array based on the element design proposed in Chapter 8. The antenna element 
has a transparent radiator printed on a transparent glass laminate, which gives the 
proposed design the advantage of being partially invisible. This low visibility allows 
the proposed antenna to be feasibly integrated with other daily suitable surrounding 
equipment to achieve visual camouflage. In Chapter 9, the street lamp is selected as an 
example of such surrounding equipment, which can be any other suitable one. 
Chapter 10 draws the conclusions of this research work, the key contributions and, 
some thoughts for future work. 
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Chapter 2. Base Station Antenna 
Parameters and Applications 
2.1. Outdoor Base Station Antenna 
In this section, the general specifications for outdoor base station antennas are 
provided as well as their working principles. 
In order to provide the required radiation pattern and gain, a base station antenna is 
typically formed of a vertical array of radiating elements. The design of each element 
provides the required azimuth radiation pattern characteristics, whereas the vertical 
extent of the array and the number of radiating elements in the array are chosen to 
provide the required gain. 
2.1.1. Azimuth Radiation Pattern 
The azimuth half power beamwidth (HPBW) of a base station antenna is chosen to 
suit the frequency reuse plan chosen for the network and the surrounding environment 
(suburban, flat rural terrain, etc.). Base stations typically support three cells spaced by 
120° apart in azimuth as shown in Fig. 2.1 [5], although this plan is not universal 
especially where coverage may be limited by buildings or hills or where usage patterns 
are not uniform, as in the case of a base station alongside a major highway. 
 
 
Fig. 2.1. Hexagonal cells in a mobile communication system 
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Although three-sector cellular mobile networks are deployed by employing 
directional base station antennas, omnidirectional base station antennas are not less 
important. In case of severe shadowing, changing the location or height of the base 
station antenna may resolve the problem but may also cause an issue with the 
frequency re-use of the closest neighbour cell that uses the same frequency. This issue 
is well known as “co-channel interference”. In this case, adding an omnidirectional 
base station antenna is a better option to cover the unserved spots. 
To understand how the surrounding environment affects the HPBW of a base 
station antenna, let us consider cell plan as shown in Fig. 2.1. The objective is to 
provide equal signal strength on the border of the hexagonal cell. In this way, the SNR 
is constant for all mobile terminals on the edge of the cell, i.e. the location where 
communication with a base station is expected to be most difficult. Assuming that the 
received power at the mobile, PRX, linked to the transmitted power at the base station, 
PTX, is described by Friis' formula [23]: 










𝐺𝑅𝑋𝐺𝑇𝑋(𝛷) (2.1 ) 
where GTX(Φ) and GRX are the gains of the base station antenna and mobile 
(omnidirectional) terminal antenna respectively, λ is the wavelength, R is the distance 
and Φ is the azimuth angle measured from the boresight of base station antenna. The 
exponent γ has empirically been found to be in the range from 3 to 5 for propagation 
in typical mobile communication environments. 
If the hexagon shape of the cell is approximated to a circle, the distance to a point 
on the cell border is approximately R(Φ) ≈ 2r0 cos(Φ) where r0 is the length of the side 
of the hexagon. For a constant radiation intensity on the cell border, the following 






𝛾 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 (2.2 ) 
Thus, if γ = 4, which is a typical value for a suburban environment, the ideal 
radiation pattern should be cos4(Φ). If this is translated to base station antennas, which 
are typically defined by their HPBW, we should look for a beamwidth of [24] 
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𝐻𝑃𝐵𝑊 = 2𝑐𝑜𝑠−1 (0.5
1
𝛾) (2.3 ) 
In this case, the horizontal HPBW has been found to be 65°. If γ is assumed to be 2 
instead, which could be the case for a very open flat rural terrain, the optimum HPBW 
is around 90° instead. 
2.1.2. Elevation Radiation Pattern 
To provide a maximum field strength to the intended covered area of a cell, the 
elevation HPBW and the elevation angle of the maximum radiation should be assigned 
properly. If the maximum radiation of a base station antenna is left-aligned in the 
horizontal plane without being down tilted in the elevation plane, mostly the maximum 
radiation over the surrounding area will pass over the heads of most users especially 
at a long distance where the curvature of the earth takes effect. By tilting the beam of 
the base station antenna slightly downward, the field strength toward the users in the 
covered area of service will increase. Consequently, the power radiated towards the 
neighbour cells will decrease which leads to a significant improvement in the carrier-
to-interference ratio in neighbour cells, which share the same frequency. The situation 
can be compared to dipping the headlights of a car to avoid dazzling the approaching 
drivers [14]. 
 
Fig. 2.2. Illustration of the down-tilting in base station antennas  
(a) mechanically (b) electronically [14] 
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The angle at which the maximum radiation in the elevation plane is placed below 
the horizontal plane is known as the beam tilt angle of the antenna. The beam tilt angle 
can be achieved by two means; mechanical tilting or electronic tilting. In mechanical 
tilting the base station antenna array is physically tilted downward meanwhile in the 
electrical tilting, phase shifters are used to control the feeding phase of each antenna 
element and hence steer the wavefront electronically downward while the array 
structure lies vertically to the platform as presented in Fig. 2.2 [14]. 
In mechanical tilting, while the main lobe is tilted downward, the back lobe is tilted 
upward which may cause severe interference with the neighbour cells using the same 
frequency. Moreover, beam squint is caused due to mechanical tilting which distorts 
the main lobe footprint. On the other hand, applying electronic tilting needs to utilize 
more antenna and phase shifter modules to avoid gain reduction due to beam steering. 
In most situations, both electrical and mechanical titling are used and the net titling is 
the sum of both. 
2.1.3. Gain 
The mobile communication networks are usually provided with antennas which 
have the highest gain economically possible. This reduces the number of stations 
needed and improves in-building penetration. The antenna gain is a function of both 
the azimuth HPBW and the vertical electrical length [25]. The maximum length of the 
base station antenna array is determined by the maximum physical length that may be 
accepted without being too conspicuous or by the minimum accepted vertical HPBW. 
The length and the attenuation of the internal feeding transmission lines increase as a 
consequence of increasing the array length. Thus, increasing the array length may 
increase its directivity but not the gain. 
For uniform excitation of a base station antenna array, a number of minor lobes and 
nulls are formed above and below the main lobe. Nulls below the main lobe (especially 
the first null) may cause a poor (or even blind) spot at the area of coverage near the 
base station. Moreover, side lobes above the main lobe may interfere with neighbour 
cells if the radiation pattern is down tilted or if the terrain rises between a base station 
and another. So, elevation pattern shaping is widely used to fill the nulls below the 
main lobe (at least the first null) and suppress the side lobes level above the main lobe 
as shown in Fig. 2.3 [25]. 
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Choosing the base station antenna location and height may resolve shadowing 
problems. On the other hand, very high base station antenna may cause a problem with 
frequency reuse [16]. In this case, adding micro-cell (MC) and/or pico-cell (PC) base 
stations are better options to cover the uncovered spots. 
 
Fig. 2.3. A typical beam pattern of a base station antenna in the elevation plane after 
applying elevation pattern shaping [21] 
2.1.4. Diversity and Isolation 
When a mobile user moves within a covered area, the received signal strength by 
the base station antenna fluctuates widely due to the multipath effect. A diversity 
system uses two (or more) antennas and combines their outputs in a manner that can 
utilize the uncorrelated fluctuated signals at each antenna terminals [26]-[27]. The 
main benefit of using a diversity system is to increase the availability of the received 
signal. For a given signal availability, this increase can be simply achieved by 
increasing the transmitted power. Therefore, diversity gain can be defined as the 
increase in the power required to achieve the stated availability [27]. 
The transmitted signal from a mobile terminal is strongly polarized in the direction 
of its long axis. In most cases, the handset is typically held between the user’s mouth 
and ear radiating a linear polarized wave at around 45°. Thus, the diversity gain 
obtained from a pair of antennas with vertical and horizontal polarizations is exceeded 
by a pair of linear polarized antennas located at ±45° from the vertical axis. Moreover, 
the ±45° linear polarized antennas have identical effects due to multiple reflections 
rather than the different effects resulting from vertical and horizontal polarizations. 
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Therefore, dual ±45° polarization is applied almost universally for polarization 
diversity in base station antennas. 
 
Fig. 2.4. Dual-polarized radiating antennas (a) patch (b) crossed dipole 
The Cross Polarization Discrimination Ratio (XPD) is an essential requirement in 
antennas, which utilize dual-polarization as a diversity system. The higher XPD, the 
purer received signal at the antenna port dedicated to its polarization [28]. This can be 
achieved easily on boresight of a dual-polarized antenna boresight. Unfortunately, 
achieving a constant polarization is not an easy task across a wide range of azimuth 
angles. Take an example of a diagonal patch or crossed dipole, which has ±45° dual-
polarization as shown in Fig. 2.4. In the boresight direction, the transmitted signals are 
orthogonal at ±45°. Deviating from the boresight, the polarization angle tends towards 
90° (vertical) simply because of the geometrical arrangement. The required XPD for a 
base station antenna on boresight is typically 23 dB meanwhile at the edges of a sector 
it is likely to drop to 10 dB [24]. 
During downlink communication, each antenna transmits half of the transmitted 
power. There should be at least 25 dB isolation between the antennas. In most cases, 
achieving 25 dB isolation between the two ports of a dual-polarized antenna is not an 
easy task. Significant coupling exists between the adjacent ±45° elements. To avoid 
this coupling, several decoupling methods may be applied to arrays [29]. 
2.1.5. Power Handling Capabilities 
The average output power of a base station is typically not more than 20W. 
However, due to that several transmitters may be combined into each antenna and the 
fact that the peak power of the radio signal may be up to 10 times greater than the 
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average, the base station antenna is often required to withstand at least 500W input 
power. Sometimes even 1000W. If any part within the base station antenna structure 
including feeding ports, coaxial cables, power dividers, phase shifters and radiators 
will not be able to handle this level of power, catastrophic failures in the base station 
may happen [21] as in Fig. 2.5. 
 
Fig. 2.5. Failure of base station antennas which cannot handle high powers 
2.2. Indoor Base Station Antennas 
For indoor base station antennas, high gain is not of high importance as for outdoor 
base station antennas. However, because of the limited available spaces in indoor 
places such as shopping malls, parking garages and airports, it is favourable to have a 
single multi-band or broadband antenna element rather than multiple narrowband 
antenna elements to offer multiple services over a certain spot. Moreover, due to the 
dense uncorrelated multi-path reflections in indoor communications, MIMO antenna 
systems are desirable and efficient. In such cases, co-located antennas with 
polarization diversity are more favourable than widely separated antennas with spatial 
diversity for more space-saving. Typically, two scenarios are used to install an indoor 
base station antenna [21]: 
(a) Wall-mounted antenna: in this scenario, the radiation pattern of an antenna 
should be unidirectional with a wide horizontal HPBW to ensure wide 
coverage and an average gain of about 6 dBi. An example of such an antenna 
is presented in Fig. 2.6(a). 
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(b) Ceiling- mounted antenna: in this scenario, the antenna should have a conical 
radiation pattern, which may be obtained using a patch antenna for example. 
The antenna is mounted on the ceiling (as in Fig. 2.6(b)) and radiates 
downwards towards the users. 
 
Fig. 2.6. Indoor base station antennas 
(a) Wall-mounted dual-band antenna (b) Ceiling-mounted antenna 
2.3. Multiband Antenna Arrays 
In most countries, users have access two or more mobile communication services 
(2G, 3G, 4G, etc...). These services operate across different frequency bands. To 
minimize the cost and platform space of base station installation, and to respond to 
public pressure for less conspicuous antenna systems, designers tend to produce base 
station antennas operate over several frequency bands simultaneously. Replacing the 
existing single band antenna array with a new multiband antenna array could be a 
challenge because of the array physical dimensions limitations, the grating lobes 
phenomena, the PIM products and many other issues. However, most solutions fall 
into one of the following categories: 
(a)                                                                        
(b) 
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2.3.1. Independent Antennas Mounted Side-by-Side under a 
Single Radome 
This kind of arrays has several arrangements. Mostly the antennas comprise of two 
arrays with the same overall physical length and typically follows one of the following 
combinations: 
Array 1 Array 2 
850 and/or 900 MHz 1800 and/ or 1900 MHz 
1800 and/ or 1900 MHz 1900-2170 MHz 
1900-2170 MHz 2170-2700 MHz 
Although both arrays have the same physical length, they have different azimuth 
HPBW, polarizations and, sometimes, different electrical elevation beam tilt [21]. 
A significant problem facing this arrangement of antennas is that the arrays operate 
on an asymmetrical reflector. Being mounted side-by-side, the reflector for each array 
extends farther on one side rather than the other. This leads to an asymmetrical azimuth 
pattern and the beam maximum squints off-axis [21]. 
2.3.2. Interleaved Arrays 
As base station antenna arrays operate over different frequency bands, the spacing 
between the antenna elements at the higher band arrays is smaller than their 
equivalents at the lower band arrays, sometimes by a half. Thus, an array structure can 
be devised in which the high band and the low band antenna elements are co-located 
and interleaved with a spacing between the same band-elements slightly less than one 
wavelength as shown in Fig. 2.7. Mostly, the lower band antenna elements are formed 
as bowls and the higher band antenna elements are nested inside them [30]. 
 
Fig. 2.7. Example of an interleaved array 
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The overall physical and electrical specification of the interleaved array will be very 
similar to the lower band array in terms of dimensions, gain, azimuth and elevation 
HPBWs, etc. The interleaved dual-band antenna array typically consists of around 5 
elements for the lower band and 10 elements for the higher band. 
The required isolation between the lower band and the higher band arrays should 
be around 25 dB to avoid interactions between transmitters. This high level of isolation 
may not be easy to achieve because of the close proximity of the bowel and nested 
elements, hence, filters are commonly used to improve isolation [28]. 
2.3.3. Wideband Arrays 
This type of arrays is based on wideband antenna elements. The feasibility of such 
an array is complicated and difficult. So, the use of wideband arrays is limited. The 
following discussion expresses the reasons. Dual-polarized wideband antenna 
elements with sufficient BW are quite large devices with complex mechanical features. 
To avoid grating lobes, the distance between two successive elements should not 
exceed one wavelength at the higher band when they are arranged to form an array. 
Meanwhile, the physical dimensions of the antenna module itself are around half 
wavelength at the lower band. Even if the antenna element can be compressed using 
miniaturization techniques, high mutual coupling between the elements at the lower 
band severely degrades the overall gain and affects the array input impedance [28]. 
2.4. 5G Base Station Antennas 
As mobile communication systems are moving rapidly towards 5G services, which 
are going to be deployed in the near future, base station antennas have been evolved 
to meet the new requirements of the 5G services. The main challenge facing the 5G 
base station antenna designers is that 5G base stations are going to be involved in two 
different roles. The first role is that they are going to perform side-by-side with 3G and 
4G base station antennas to provide signal broadcasting. Moreover, the second role is 
to provide multiple beams for multiple concurrent users on a Point-to-Multipoint 
(P2MP) basis [31]. M-MIMO system is considered as the key technology in 5G 
wireless communications. In addition to the considerations mentioned in the previous 
sections about the parameters of the conventional 3G and 4G base station antennas, 
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5G base station antennas are denoted to have more features to deploy the functionality 
of multiple beams. Fig. 2.8 illustrates multiple-beam M-MIMO base station antenna 
in 5G mobile communications. 
 
 
Fig. 2.8. Multiple beam M-MIMO base station antenna 
The multiple beam antennas are capable of generating a number of simultaneous 
and independent highly directive beams. The generation of multiple beams can be 
categorized into three major types: analogue static multi-beam antenna, analogue 
dynamic multi-beam antenna and digital dynamic multi-beam antenna [32]. 
2.4.1. Analogue Static Multi-beam Antenna 
In analogue statistic multi-beam antennas, the beamforming is achieved in the RF 
domain without utilizing any active components. Generally, this technique uses a finite 
number of ports which of each is backed by a transceiver and controls a single narrow 
beam pointing toward a pre-defined direction. This technique is usually of low cost. 
Orthogonal beamforming network as Butler matrix (shown in Fig. 2.9) and Blass 
matrix are very common in this technique [23]. Other methods based on quasi-optical 
components including Rotman lens, Luneburg lens and reflector may also be used [32]. 
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Fig. 2.9. A 4 × 4 Butler matrix used in analogue static multi-beam antenna 
2.4.2. Analogue Dynamic Multi-beam Antenna 
Generating multiple concurrent beams using a phased antenna array has been 
developed a lot over the last few decades.  RF phase shifters and adaptive amplifiers 
are considered as the most important parts in analogue dynamic antenna arrays as they 
play an essential role in forming multi-beam radiation. Therefore, these RF modules 
should be of low insertion loss, broad BW, high precision, low cost, fast response and 
easy integration facilities to meet the requirements of the 5G network. These 
requirements make the design of an analogue dynamic multi-beam antenna a big 
challenge for base station antenna designers [31]. The block diagram of this technique 
is shown in Fig. 2.10. 
 
 
Fig. 2.10. Analogue dynamic multi-beam base station antenna 
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2.4.3. Digital Dynamic Multi-Beam Antenna 
Performing the beamforming in the digital domain at the baseband is a flexible 
approach. This type enjoys high robustness against any failure of a few antenna 
elements. Therefore, it is considered as the ultimate target of beamforming. Each 
antenna element has its own amplifier without any phase shifter or attenuator. As a 
result, the antenna part consists of antenna elements only with a good radiation phase 
consistency. Since the beamforming is processed in the digital domain, a large number 
of analogue-to-digital (ADC) and digital-to-analogue (DAC) converters are needed. In 
addition, the transmission loss, heat dissipation and the overall cost would be issues 




Fig. 2.11. Digital dynamic multi-beam base station antenna 
The pros and cons of the analogue and digital beamforming solutions can be 
summarized and tabulated in Table 2.1. Therefore, hybrid digital and analogue multi-
beam systems have recently attracted researchers’ interest as a trade-off between 
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Table 2.1.  Advantages and Disadvantages of Beamforming Approaches 
Technique Advantages Disadvantages 
Analogue 
beamforming 
 Few transceiver chains meaning 
low power consumption due to 
the limited number of ADC and 
DAC for many antennas. 
 Less flexible than digital 
beamforming. 
 
 Implies users are separated in 
time thus puts constraints on 
implementation. 
 
 Difficult to get channel estimates 
if at RF. 
Digital 
beamforming 
 Null steering/ zero forcing 
possible since channel responses 
are known at the baseband. 
 
 A higher degree of freedom. 
 Significant power consumption 
and cost due to high-speed ADC 
and DAC required in each 
transceiver. 
2.5. Summary 
Although base station antennas share some common challenges, they have different 
parameters according to their applications. These parameters can be achieved by 
utilizing different technologies. In this chapter, an overview about base station antenna 
features and parameters have been discussed for different applications and across 
different mobile communication services. 
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Chapter 3. MIMO Antenna Systems 
 
Advanced wireless technologies like LTE have introduced MIMO [33] as one of 
the key steps to achieve high data rates without the need for more spectrum or higher 
transmit power. MIMO employs more than one antenna at both the transmitter and the 
receiver in a scattering environment to create multiple uncorrelated channels between 
them. This can be used to provide higher data rates, higher received SNR and increased 
robustness to interference [34].  
For base station antennas, although applying MIMO using spatial diversity 
performs slightly better than MIMO based on polarization diversity, this has to be set 
against the advantages of not needing to build the spatial diversity requirements into 
site and structure designs. Over time, the MIMO system based on polarization diversity 
became the solution of choice [35]. 
In this chapter, the various antenna diversity techniques and the key parameters of 
MIMO antennas are discussed. In addition, a discussion of MIMO techniques in base 
station antennas is also included. 
3.1. MIMO System 
 
Fig. 3.1. MIMO system [36] 
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The MIMO concept as a technique to increase wireless system capacity was first 
investigated in the 1990s [36]-[37]. Since then, it has been under research worldwide 
[38]-[44]. Fig. 3.1 gives an illustrative diagram of a generic MIMO system. Different 
from a conventional single antenna system, a MIMO system has multiple transmitting 
M and multiple receiving antennas N. Each receiving antenna can receive signals from 
all the transmitting antennas, creating M × N signal transmission paths. 
A MIMO system is not the first time when multiple antennas have been used in 
wireless communication. Early on, multiple antennas (e.g. antenna array) were used to 
enhance system SNR through beamforming by concentrating antenna radiation energy 
to a specific direction. Later on, multi-antennas were used to provide spatial diversity, 
countering the multipath fading effects. With multiple receiving antennas at a certain 
distance in between, signals from different propagation paths can be picked up 
independently by the multiple antennas and then added together constructively. Since 
the chance of all the signal paths suffering from strong multipath fading is much lower, 
the system bit error rate (BER) is significantly reduced in this way. However, spatial 
diversity from multiple antennas has limited benefits. What makes multiple antenna 
systems powerful and appealing is the extra spatial multiplexing it offers. With 
multiple independent signal propagation paths between the multiple transmitting and 
multiple receiving antennas, multiple independent data streams can be transmitted 
through those independent paths. Take the example in Fig. 3.1. Assuming no signal 
and noise correlation at both transmitter and receiver sides, the capacity of the MIMO 
system increases linearly with respect to the minimum number of 
transmitting/receiving antennas (min {M, N}) [36]-[37], at no more cost on either 
power or spectrum resources. Due to this significant advantage in spectral efficiency 
over conventional single-antenna systems, MIMO has become an essential element in 
many wireless communication standards, such as 4G LTE, WiMAX and 5G. 
3.2. Antenna Diversity Techniques 
To reduce the spatial correlation between antennas and to generate replicas of a 
signal for diversity purposes, frequency diversity, time diversity and antenna diversity 
are used widely. As this thesis is concerned with antenna diversity, this section only 
discusses antenna diversity techniques like spatial diversity, polarization diversity and 
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pattern diversity as shown in Fig. 3.2. All multi-element antennas combine these 










Fig. 3.2. Three different antenna diversity techniques: 
(a) spatial diversity, (b) polarization diversity and (c) pattern diversity [36]  
3.2.1. Spatial Diversity 
The simplest and most common form of diversity in wireless communications is 
spatial diversity [45]-[46] as depicted in Fig. 3.2(a). By having antennas at two 
separate points in space, the phase delay between them can allow the fading signal in 
the second antenna to be uncorrelated with the first antenna. In order to achieve 
sufficient decorrelation, the antennas must have a minimum spacing depending upon 
the surrounding environment and in particular upon the width of the multipath angle 
of arrival. It has been shown in [45] that a spacing greater than 10λ is required in an 
urban area to have complete decorrelation, while in an indoor environment with rich 
scattering, a minimum spacing of only 0.5λ is necessary [46]. Fig. 3.3 shows an 
example of two base station antennas that utilize spatial diversity. 
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Fig. 3.3. Spatial diversity [45] 
3.2.2. Polarization Diversity 
Unlike spatial diversity, the benefits of polarization diversity include the ability to 
locate the antennas in the same place. The impact of polarization diversity on sub-
channel decorrelation and channel capacity in MIMO systems have been studied 
through simulation and measurements mainly employing dual-polarized antennas 
[47]-[50]. It has been shown that by employing a dual-polarized system of co-located 
antennas, it is possible to achieve almost the same channel capacity achieved through 
spatial diversity [47].  
 
Fig. 3.4. Polarization diversity [49] 
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While previously it was thought that only two different polarizations (vertical and 
horizontal) could be used to de-correlate the communication sub-channels, it has been 
demonstrated in 2001 that it is possible to use all three electric field components and 
all three magnetic fields components, as in Fig. 3.4, to drastically increase the capacity 
of a MIMO communication link [49]. The design of novel antennas that can propagate 
waves to cause independent fluctuations in all six electric and magnetic field 
components has attracted a lot of attention [49]. 
3.2.3. Pattern Diversity 
The diversity gain can be large if multiple antennas have different patterns.  In 
pattern diversity, the antenna system consists of two or more co-located antennas with 
different radiation patterns. This type of diversity makes use of directional 
antennas that are usually physically separated by some (often short) distance. 
Collectively they are capable of discriminating a large portion of angle space and can 
provide a higher gain versus a single omnidirectional radiator [51]. 
This kind of diversity can guarantee the reception of different sets of multipath 
waves [51]-[53]. Pattern diversity has been used at base stations [54], [55] and a similar 
performance to that of spatial diversity was achieved, especially, in dense urban areas. 
Fig. 3.5 shows an example of a 5G base station system that utilizes pattern diversity. 
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3.3. MIMO Antennas and Key Parameters 
By the introduction of MIMO technology, the design of multiple antennas at both 
the base station and the mobile terminal has received great research attention. In 
addition to the new design challenges that are brought by implementing multiple 
antennas in compact sizes, this new technology created more performance parameters 
than those of a conventional single antenna system. While single antenna metrics such 
as total radiation efficiency, radiation patterns, reflection coefficient and operating BW 
are required to characterize MIMO antennas [56], new metrics are added such as 
mutual coupling, Envelope Correlation Coefficient (ECC) and diversity gain [57].  
3.3.1. Mutual Coupling 
The presence of multiple antennas near each other creates an interaction among 
them known as mutual coupling [58]. This coupling is due to an induced current 
flowing in one antenna element from the excitation of the other antenna element. This 
alters the input impedance of each antenna element in which the input impedance was 
defined by both self-impedance and mutual impedance. This change produces an 
impedance matrix which contains both the self-impedances (Zii) and the mutual 
impedances (Zij) as shown in equation (3.1). 




] (3.1 ) 
As an inevitable result of the creation of the impedance matrix, antenna BW is no 
longer depends only on the reflection coefficient but on both reflection and 
transmission coefficients as shown in the S-parameter matrix in equation (3.2). 




] (3.2 ) 
Sii is the ratio of the reflected wave voltage to the incident one at the port of the i
th 
element when all other elements are terminated with matched loads. While Sij 
represents the ratio of the transferred voltage from the jth element port to the ith element 
port to the incident voltage at the jth element port, Sij is also known as the mutual 
coupling coefficient. Typically, a mutual coupling from -20 to -25 dB is acceptable for 
base station antenna [56]. 
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3.3.2. Envelope Correlation Coefficient (ECC) 
Up to this point, it has been mentioned many times that in order to achieve a good 
MIMO and diversity performance, the received signals at the receiver of the diversity 
system should be independent of each other. This independence can be measured and 
quantified using the correlation coefficients [57], [59]-[61].  
Experimentally, the calculation of correlation coefficients can be done using the 
pattern approach [59], which is time-consuming, as it needs a 3D radiation pattern. 
Therefore, the correlation coefficients can be defined in another form which is the 














⁡ , 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 (3.3 )  
Although the S-parameters approach in [62] is very simple and fast, it is only 
accurate for the case of loss-free antennas. Therefore, the S-parameter method has been 
modified in which the effect of the radiation efficiency has been taken into account 
[63]. Equation (3.4) represents this new method, which is used widely in the 














⁡ , 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 (3.4 ) 
where ηradi and ηradj represent radiation efficiencies of the antennas i and j respectively. 
For a good diversity gain, the ECC among received signals should satisfy the condition 
[59], [60] as follows: 
𝐸𝐶𝐶 ≤ 0.3⁡ 
(3.5 ) 
3.3.3. Diversity Gain 
The spatial diversity combats multipath fading via sending multiple versions of the 
same transmitted signal to the receiver through the multipath channel. Therefore, if 
one of the diversity combining techniques is deployed at the receiver, the receiver can 
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have more freedom in choosing the best-received signal (best SNR), which will 
improve the reliability of the wireless system. This improvement is called the diversity 
gain, which is the improvement in the received SNR at the output of the diversity 
combiner relative to the SNR resulting from a reference single antenna at a certain 
level of performance criterion such as cumulative distribution function (CDF) [64], 
[65]. CDF is plotted in Fig. 3.6 and a diversity gain of 10 dB can be seen when the 
number of diversity branches is increased from 1 to 2 at 1% probability. 
 
Fig. 3.6. CDF of relative SNR threshold for N different diversity branches [64] 
Although the diversity gain is easily predictable from the measured and calculated 
CDF, some information such as the frequency range is lost during the post-processing 
and the generation of the CDFs. In many cases, it is important to know how the 
diversity gain varies as a function of frequency. To do this, the ECC between measured 
samples from each diversity branch is calculated using equation (3.4) and used for the 
calculation of the diversity gain as in equation (3.6) [66]. 
𝐷𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦⁡𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛 = 10.48√1 − 𝐸𝐶𝐶⁡ 
(3.6 ) 
3.4. MIMO Antenna for Base Stations 
Currently, base stations use multiple antennas for reasons of diversity. The obtained 
diversity gain increases as the spatial correlation between signals reduces. In a MIMO 
system, the relationship between spatial correlation and performance is more complex 
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[67]. For example, at the edge of the cell where signal strength is low, it is preferable 
to use diversity-based single-stream transmission strategies that require one of the 
spatial channels to be significantly stronger than the others. This is possible when the 
spatial correlation between signals received at the antenna elements is high. In contrast, 
when the signal strength is high (near the base station), it is beneficial to use spatial 
multiplexing strategies to increase the capacity. In this situation, spatial correlation 
among received signals lowers the capacity gains obtained. Thus, the spatial 
correlation has different implications in diversity-based and MIMO systems. This is 
the primary reason for the difference in design principles for diversity-based and 
MIMO antenna arrays. Spatial correlation might arise due to the antenna arrays 
employed at the transmitter and receiver (small inter-element spacing, mutual coupling 
etc.) or due to the channel characteristics [68]. If the wireless propagation environment 
has sufficient multipath, the channel spatial correlation is generally low. In contrast, 
when the channel does not have rich multipath or when a strong line of sight exists 
between the transmitter and receiver, the channel spatial correlation is considerably 
higher. The impact of high channel spatial correlation can be lowered using effective 
MIMO antenna design techniques. For example, using antenna arrays where the 
elements have orthogonal polarizations or patterns, the spatial correlation of the signals 
received at the antenna array can be significantly reduced, even when channel spatial 
correlation is high. 
By spacing antenna elements far apart, or by using elements that have orthogonal 
radiation patterns or polarizations, it can be ensured that signals received at these 
antenna elements have undergone independent scattering in the propagation 
environment and hence, have low correlation. Effective antenna designs can improve 
MIMO performance by utilizing the following three antenna diversity effects:  
(a) Spatial diversity - spacing antenna elements far apart 
(b) Pattern diversity - using antenna elements with orthogonal radiation patterns 
(c) Polarization diversity - using antenna elements with different (orthogonal) 
polarizations, typically at ±45°. 
Scattering effects might cause a transmitted signal to suffer a (small) change in its 
polarization. As MIMO takes advantage of multipath, antenna design at the MIMO 
front end must be capable of handling these changes in polarization. Further, mobile 
terminals might be held or placed at different orientations. MIMO antenna designs at 
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the base station must be able to effectively tolerate random orientation effects and still 
provide good data rates at the receiver. The prohibitive costs of leasing tower space 
require that base station antennas not to occupy too much space. Further, knowledge 
of the optimum values of parameters like cross-pol and port-to-port isolation enables 
antenna designers to reduce the time and effort needed to meet (possibly) unnecessarily 
high specifications of these parameters. 
To summarize, the requirements of an effective MIMO base station antenna design 
are that it should: 
(a) exploit the additional spatial dimension by incorporating combinations of 
the three antenna diversity effects in the design, 
(b) have a structure such that it can cope with random orientation effects at the 
receive side, 
(c) be able to cope with slight changes in the polarization of the received signals 
(in the uplink case), 
(d) offer a fair balance between tower space occupied and performance 
obtained (due to the high costs associated with leasing tower space) and 
(e) present a trade-off between design specifications and performance obtained 
(especially for parameters like cross-pol isolation and port-to-port 
isolation). 
3.5. Summary 
MIMO systems are capable of increasing channel capacity and reliability of 
wireless systems without increasing system BW and transmitter power. In this chapter, 
an overview of various antenna diversity schemes along with the key parameters of a 
MIMO system have been described. Moreover, the requirements of an effective 
MIMO base station antenna design have been stated. 
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Chapter 4. Reconfigurable Dual-Mode 
Antenna for Base Stations 
This chapter proposes a new design of a reconfigurable three-sector dual-mode 
dual-polarized antenna for use primarily in mobile communication base stations. The 
design offers the flexibility of being used as a sectoral (directive) or omnidirectional 
base station antenna whenever required. The two radiating modes (omnidirectional and 
sectoral) depend only on the excitation scenario. The design is based on a basic 
structure of two orthogonal oval-shaped crossed dipoles. The proposed antenna has the 
advantages of offering broadband, stable radiation pattern and high XPD within the 
desired frequency band, and a simple feeding structure with compact size (less than 
800 cm3) and a low profile. The achieved fractional BW is 55.3% (1.7-3 GHz). A 
prototype antenna was constructed and tested with the two modes of operation. Results 
have demonstrated the principle of the design and show how the design may be 
packaged in a compact size to offer excellent omnidirectional or sectoral performance, 
which makes this new design an ideal candidate for reconfigurable dual-mode mobile 
base stations. 
4.1. Introduction 
Dual-polarized antennas with a broad BW have become necessary requirements for 
mobile communication systems because of the rapid development of communication 
technologies [69]. Many attempts have been made in 2G, 3G and 4G frequency bands 
to meet their requirements. In [70] and [71], two antennas have been proposed for such 
applications, but the BW is insufficient to meet requirements. In [72], despite the 
achievement of a high XPD, the BW (1920- 2200 MHz) of the designed antenna limits 
its usage for mobile systems. In [73], a multiband array design with a compact structure 
was introduced using an optimal array scheme but the BW was still limited. In [74], 
the XPD was improved by adding parasitic elements at the expense of the antenna size. 
In [75], a 3D printed cross-dipole structure was employed, but the design showed some 
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drawbacks as it lacks simplicity and ease of fabrication. In [76], the high capacitive 
structure at the feeding point limited the power handling capability of the design. 
Furthermore, in [77], although oval-shaped crossed dipoles were used to improve the 
BW, the XPD is not high enough to meet base station antenna requirements. In [77]-
[82] crossed dipoles were widely used as dual-polarized radiators printed on one side 
of a dielectric substrate with some limitations in size, BW, radiation pattern stability 
and XPD. 
Omnidirectional base station antennas are primarily used to fill the uncovered spots 
resulted from shadowing effects. In such cases, the antenna should radiate 
approximately a constant power density in the azimuth plane [83]-[84]. In [85]-[86], 
four dipoles were used with 90° rotating positions but the BW was limited. The BW 
was improved in [87] by adding parasitic elements to two back-to-back dipoles. Dual-
polarization in omnidirectional base station antennas has been achieved with 
broadband designs [88]. In [88], two separate structures were used with two separate 
feeds (one for the horizontal polarization and the other for the vertical polarization). 
This chapter proposes a design of reconfigurable broadband dual-mode dual-
polarized three-sector crossed dipoles for mobile stations covering the frequency band 
from 1.7 to 2.7 GHz. The basic element of the antenna is oval-shaped cross-dipole. 
Oval-shaped geometry enhances the size reduction with a wider BW. As a further 
development, a novel design of a three-sector dual-polarized antenna is introduced 
based on the antenna element and a detailed discussion of the antenna element 
operation principles is presented. The three-sector antenna can operate as a sectoral or 
omnidirectional base station antenna. If the antennas in the three sectors are fed 
simultaneously with the same in-phase signal, a uniform omnidirectional radiation 
pattern can be obtained, while if they are fed independently with different frequency 
signals, a directive radiation pattern in each sector is achieved. This can offer mobile 
operators the desired flexibility in some cases. Section 4.2 describes the antenna 
element and its working principles; Section 4.3 discusses the three-sector antenna in 
the two modes (omnidirectional and sectoral), its principle of operations, results and, 
its performance. Section 4.4 illustrates the parametric studies. Finally, a summary is 
drawn in Section 4.5. 
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4.2. Dual-Polarized Antenna Element 
4.2.1. Antenna Element Design 
In this section, a novel broadband dual-polarized antenna element covering the 
frequencies from 1.7 GHz to 2.7 GHz is illustrated and applied as the radiating element 
in the proposed three-sector reconfigurable antenna. Fig. 4.1 illustrates the geometry 
of the antenna element.  
 
 
Fig. 4.1. The geometry of the radiating antenna element 
Generally, the geometry can be described as two orthogonal half-wavelength 
dipoles, placed on ±45º with respect to the Y-axis respectively in order to provide a 
polarization diversity capability. The dipole radiating elements are printed on the 
opposite sides of a double-sided FR-4 substrate with relative permittivity εr =4.3, loss 
tangent of 0.025 and, thickness Hd = 1.6 mm. Each dipole consists of two slotted 
ellipses linked to a feeding strip and a connector to excite the dipole. The substrate and 
dipoles are oriented in the YZ plane. The optimized dimensions are determined as 
follows (in mm): Uin = 19, Uout = 30, Vin = 7, Vout = 21, S = 8, W = 3, Ld = 52 and 
P = 40. 
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4.2.2. Methodology and Principle of Operation  
The design is based on constructing a half wavelength dipole then widening its BW 
by creating two inductive loops at its terminals [77]. 
Two reference designs (antenna Ref1 and antenna Ref2) can be employed to 
understand the working principle of the antenna element as shown in Fig. 4.2. Initially, 
the dipole length is set to 0.5λ0 (antenna Ref1) (where λ0 is the free space wavelength 
at the central frequency 2.2 GHz). In this case, the BW observed is narrow. The design 
is amended to be elliptical-shaped dipole instead of the traditional dipole as the 
elliptical radiator dipole has a wider BW (antenna Ref2) [77]. Initially, the ellipse 
major and minor axes (Uout and Vout) are selected such that the shortest current path 
length from the feeding point to the endpoint of the ellipse (Uout) equals to 0.25λmin 
while the longest current path length from the feeding point to the endpoint of the 
ellipse (P) equals to 0.25λmax (where λmin and λmax are the free-space wavelength at the 
highest and lowest frequencies of the desired band at 2.7 and 1.7 GHz respectively and 















(4.1 )  
It is worth noting that all current path lengths from the feeding point to the ellipse 
endpoint ranging from the shortest path Uout to the longest path P are equal to a quarter 
of the wavelengths ranging from λmin to λmax respectively. Thus, the dipole length may 
be considered as a half-wavelength for all the frequencies within the desired band. In 
antenna Ref2, the BW observed is wider but is still not satisfactory. 
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Fig. 4.2. References and the proposed antenna element designs 
This can be improved by further matching the dipole input impedance to the 
characteristic impedance Z0 (50 Ω in our case) by cutting an elliptical slot in each arm 
(proposed antenna element). The major and minor axes of the slot are Uin and Vin 
respectively which are optimized to achieve minimum reflection coefficient across the 
desired band. 
From the Smith chart in Fig. 4.2, it is evident that the proposed antenna has two 
resonant frequencies (where the plot intersects the horizontal line of the Smith chart) at 
1.9 and 2.4 GHz, respectively. Fig. 4.3 shows the surface current distributions of the 
radiating dipole at the two resonant frequencies. At the first resonant frequency, the 
surface current is observed to flow over the dipole surface from the feeding point to the 
endpoint. At the second resonant, the current flow at the edges of the ellipses and the 
slots forming another resonator. 
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Fig. 4.3. Current distributions at the resonant frequencies (a) 1.9 GHz (b) 2.4 GHz 
4.3. Three-Sector Antenna 
In this section, a novel three-sector reconfigurable dual-polarized antenna based on 
the antenna element presented section 4.2 is designed to operate in one of two different 
modes; (mode1: omnidirectional radiation and mode 2: sectoral radiation). This 
flexibility in operation offers the advantage that the same antenna may be used for 
different applications.  
 
 
Fig. 4.4. Three-sector antenna modes of operation (a) omnidirectional (b) sectoral 
(a)                                                       (b) 
(a)                                                                              (b) 
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The mode of operation for the three-sector antennas (sectoral or omnidirectional) 
depends only on the excitation mechanism. If the three-sector antennas are fed 
simultaneously with the same signal (of the same amplitude and phase), an 
omnidirectional radiation pattern is obtained. Alternatively, if the three sectors are fed 
with different frequency signals independently, a directive radiation pattern in each 
sector is achieved. This type of varying behaviour can be desirable as a single antenna 
design could be able to be deployed into two different roles if so desired. Fig. 4.4 shows 
the two mode-of-operation scenarios of the proposed three-sector antenna. 
The key points of achieving such a design are: 
(a) Optimizing the design of the radiating antenna elements to achieve the 
optimum impedance matching and port-to-port isolations. 
(b) Constructing a three-sector antenna structure by placing three antenna 
elements around an equilateral triangular-shaped metallic reflector with a 
rotating angle of 120° between each pair and as close to each other as 
possible with accepted degradations in reflection coefficients and isolations. 
(c) Chamfering the metallic reflector edges LC with 30° at each side to get 
suitable radiation patterns in both modes. 
 
 
Fig. 4.5. The geometry of the proposed three-sector antenna 
Metal on substrate bottom layer 
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The structure is shown in Fig. 4.5 and detailed dimensions are illustrated in Table 
4.1. The two modes of operation are described in details as follows 
Table 4.1. Dimensional Parameters of the Proposed Three-Sector Antennas 





4.3.1. Mode 1: Omnidirectional Radiation Mode 
The element-to-element separation DE has a major effect on forming the 
omnidirectional radiation pattern. For a better understanding of the effect of DE, let 
us approximate the equilateral triangular antenna array with a side length of DE to a 
circular array with three elements and a radius a as shown in Fig. 4.6(a) where a = 
DE tan(30). The array factor in XY plane, in this case, equals to [89]: 
where Wm is the complex weight of the element number m, k = 2π/λ is the angular 
wavenumber, λ is the wavelength and, ϕ is the horizontal angle in XY plane. 
Conventional weights of equal magnitude and phase signals are applied to the six ports. 
 








 (4.2 ) 
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Fig. 4.6. Three-element circular array (a) structure (b) array factor 
Fig. 4.6(b) illustrates the array factor as a function of ϕ at different values of DE in 
terms of the wavelength. It is clear that the larger DE is, the higher the difference 
between peaks and troughs. For a 3dB-beamwidth of 360° in the horizontal plane, the 
radiation pattern at any horizontal angle should not exceed 3 dB below the peak value. 
Fig. 4.7 illustrates the difference D between peaks and troughs against DE where: 
From Fig. 4.7, we can see that DE should not be larger than 0.54λmin to ensure the 
difference D is less than 3 dB. Of course, the smaller DE, the more uniform radiation 
pattern in azimuth. On the other hand, if DE is too small, the performance will suffer 
from high reflection coefficients because the radiating antenna elements may become 
too close to each other and to the common metallic reflector. So, DE should be chosen 
carefully as a trade-off between uniform radiation pattern and good reflection 
coefficients. Another critical parameter in the proposed three-sector antenna design is 
the chamfered metallic reflector width LC. If LC is small, a uniform radiation pattern in 
azimuth is easily obtained but on the other hand, the HPBW in sectoral mode would 
be larger than the desired. If LC is large, a disturbance in the electric field in the azimuth 
plane may occur and result in a non-uniform radiation pattern. Thus, again the 
selection of LC is a trade-off between omnidirectional and sectoral radiation patterns. 
𝐷 = max(𝐴𝐹(∅)) − min(𝐴𝐹(∅)) (4.3 ) 
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Fig. 4.7. Variation in difference D against DE 
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To validate the design, a prototype of the dual-polarized three-sector antenna 
element has been manufactured and tested as shown in Fig. 4.8. To excite the 
omnidirectional mode, a 6-way equal power divider (typically a 3-way power divider 
for each polarization) is used to feed the antenna ports as shown in Fig. 4.8(b). 
Reflection coefficient and isolation between the six ports are measured. For 
simplicity, Fig. 4.9 illustrates the reflection coefficients, the worst and the best cases 
of isolation between any pair of ports. All other isolation values are in-between the 
values shown in Fig. 4.9. There is a good agreement between simulated and measured 
reflection coefficients of the proposed antenna. A BW of 55.3% (1.7-3 GHz) is 
achieved for S11 ≤ -10 dB. The isolation between any pair of ports is better than 18 dB.  
 
 
Fig. 4.9. Simulated and measured S-parameter of the three-sector antenna 
The simulated and measured radiation patterns in the H-plane (XY plane) and V-
plane (XZ plane) for the proposed three-sector antenna in the omnidirectional mode 
for co- and cross-polarization at frequencies 1.7, 2.2, and 2.7 GHz are plotted in Fig. 
4.10. It is evident that the radiation pattern in the H-plane is approximately uniform 
with a difference between peaks and troughs ≤ 3 dB and XPD better than 20 dB. The 
HPBWs in the V-plane is 60 ± 2.5º. 
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Fig. 4.10. The radiation pattern of the proposed three-sector antenna in omnidirectional 
mode at (a) 1.7 GHz (b) 2.2 GHz (c) 2.7 GHz 
Table 4.2 compares the proposed three-sector antenna in the omnidirectional mode 
with other reported designs. These designs have a similar frequency band. For a fair 
comparison, the BWs are chosen with VSWR ≤ 2. It is clear that the proposed design 
has the widest BW and the smallest size with a relatively high XPD. Moreover, it has 
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a dual-polarization of ±45° which is typically used in base station antennas rather than 
the vertical-horizontal (V-H) dual-polarization used in the reference antennas. 
Table 4.2. Comparison with reported omnidirectional base station antennas 
Ref. BW (GHz) Size (cm3) (L×πr2) Polarization XPD (dB) 
[85] 1.7-2.2 (25.6%) 814.3 Single (45°) 15 
[87] 1.7-3 (55.3%) 1271 Dual (V- H) 22 
[88] 1.7-2.7 (45.5%) 942.5 Dual (V- H) 10 
This Work 1.7-3 (55.3%) 760 Dual (±45°) 20 
 
The simulated and measured realized gains are presented in Fig. 4.11. The proposed 
antenna has a stable gain of 2.5±0.15 dBi throughout the desired frequency band. 
 
 
Fig. 4.11. Simulated and measured radiation efficiencies and gains of the proposed 
antenna in the omnidirectional and sectoral modes 
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4.3.2. Mode 2: Sectoral Radiation Mode 
In this mode, each pair of orthogonal dipoles in a sector is excited individually by 
a signal with a different frequency from the other two pairs. Thus, each pair radiates 
in a specific sector without interfering with the other two pairs in the other sectors. 
 
 
Fig. 4.12. The radiation pattern of the proposed three-sector antenna in sectoral mode at 
(a) 1.7 GHz (b) 2.2 GHz (c) 2.7 GHz. 
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The simulated and measured radiation patterns in H-plane and V-plane for co- and 
cross-polarization at frequencies 1.7, 2.2, and 2.7 GHz for the proposed three-sector 
antenna in sectoral mode are plotted in Fig. 4.12. The HPBWs for the proposed antenna 
in the sectoral mode are 68±3° and 60±2.5º in the H-plane and V-plane respectively. 
As noticed in Fig. 4.12, the HPBW in the H-plane slightly decreases as the frequency 
increases. Therefore, the antenna directivity increases. Fig. 4.11 shows the proposed 
antenna radiation efficiency, which reaches 98% at 1.7 GHz and slightly decreases as 
the frequency increases until it reaches 90% at 2.7 GHz due to using a lossy FR-4 
substrate. This slight reduction in efficiency compensates the increase in the antenna 
directivity and hence the realized gain remains almost constant throughout the 
frequency band. The XPD is better than 24 dB at boresight and better than 8 dB within 
a sector of ±65º. The simulated and measured realized gains of the proposed antenna 
are plotted in Fig. 4.11. It is clear that each radiating dipole has a stable gain of 8.5±0.3 
dBi across the desired frequency band in the sectoral mode. 
It can noticed from the antenna results that the proposed design meets the standard 
requirements for both omnidirectional and sectoral base station antennas in terms of 
BW, isolation between ports, HPBWs and gains. Therefore, the proposed design can 
swap between these two modes just only be adjusting its feeding scenario. 
Table 4.3 displays a comparison of antennas in the reference with the proposed 
sectoral antenna. These antennas have a similar frequency band, working principle and 
manufacturing process (PCB). The impedance BWs are chosen with VSWR ≤ 2. It can 
be seen that the proposed antenna has the smallest size and the highest XPD at 
boresight with a relatively high gain and a wide BW as compared to the antennas in 
[77]-[82]. 
Table 4.3. Comparison with reported directive base station antennas 
Ref BW Size (mm3) Gain (dBi) 
XPD (dB) 
At boresight Within ±65º 
[77] 67% 165×165×76 8.2 13 5 
[78] 55% 150×150×32 7.8 20 10 
[79] 60% 150×150×31 8.2 20 8 
[80] 45% 140×140×34 8.2 22 8 
[81] 70% 150×150×35 8.8 22 4 
[82] 58% 145×145×35 8.5 18 NA 
This Work 55.3% 100×80×37 8.5 24 8 
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4.4. Parametric Studies 
4.4.1. Effect of the Elliptical Slotted Dipoles 
A very important parameter in the design is the separation S (see Fig. 4.1) between 
the ellipses. As shown in Fig. 4.13(a), when S increases, the dipole is seen to be more 
inductive especially at higher frequencies. S = 8 mm is found to be the optimum value 
for VSWR ≤ 2 (the circle in the middle of the Smith chart) within the frequency band. 
The second parameter studied is the elliptical slot axis Uin. When this parameter 
changes, the slot area changes and consequently the impedance matching changes. It 
is noticeable that the change in Uin affects the shorter current path lengths close to the 
ellipse major axis (Uout) rather than the longer current path lengths close to the ellipse 
edges (P). Thus, the higher frequencies are more sensitive than the lower frequencies 
to Uin as shown in the Smith chart in Fig. 4.13(b). Uin is chosen to be 19 mm for 
optimum impedance matching for VSWR ≤ 2. 
 
Fig. 4.13. Effect of (a) S (b) Uin on the impedance matching. 
        (a) 
        (b) 
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4.4.2. Effect of the Triangular-Shaped Metallic Reflector 
As mentioned in section 4.3, DE has a major effect on forming the uniform radiation 
pattern in omnidirectional mode. Fig. 4.14 shows the effect of DE on both reflection 
coefficient and omnidirectional radiation pattern at the central frequency 2.2 GHz. It 
is clear that when DE = 50 mm, although the variation in the radiation pattern is less 
than 3 dB, the reflection coefficient is not sufficient to cover the desired frequency 
band because the radiating elements are too close to the metallic reflector. On the other 
hand, when DE = 70 mm, the reflection coefficient is improved but the variation in the 
radiation pattern is larger than 3 dB at some horizontal angles in the H-plane. Thus, 
DE = 60 mm has been found to be the optimum value to achieve a good reflection 
coefficient and uniform radiation pattern as well. 
 
Fig. 4.14. Effect of DE on the (a) reflection coefficient (b) radiation pattern in 
omnidirectional mode at 2.2 GHz 
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The second parameter studied is the reflector-chamfered edge LC. Fig. 4.15 presents 
the effect of LC on both the HPBW in sectoral mode and the radiation pattern in 
omnidirectional mode at the central frequency 2.2 GHz. When LC = 20 mm, the 
radiation pattern in omnidirectional mode is uniform with spatial variation less than 3 
dB between peaks and troughs. Nevertheless, unfortunately, the HPBW in the sectoral 
mode is too wide to be employed for directive base station antenna (HPBW >> 65º). 
On the other hand, if LC = 28 mm, the HPBW in sectoral mode is suitable for directive 
base station antenna but a disturbance in the electric field in omnidirectional mode 
occurs causing a non-uniform radiation pattern in the H-plane. Thus, LC was set to 24 
mm as an optimum value to achieve suitable HPBW in sectoral mode and a uniform 
radiation pattern in omnidirectional mode. 
 
Fig. 4.15. Effect of LC on the (a) HPBW in sectoral mode (b) radiation pattern in 
omnidirectional mode at 2.2 GHz. 
        (a) 
        (b) 
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4.5. Summary 
A novel reconfigurable dual-mode three-sector broadband dual-polarized antenna 
has been designed, optimized, fabricated and measured for mobile communication 
systems to cover the frequency band from 1.7 to 2.7 GHz. The flexibility of the design 
has the ability to switch between two different radiation modes (omnidirectional or 
sectoral) by changing the feeding. The proposed design has been found to have a small 
size (less than 800 cm3), high XPD, wide BW and, stable radiation pattern. The 
proposed antenna radiation pattern features fulfil the base station antenna requirements 
at both modes in terms of gains, XPD and, HPBWs. Thus, a single structure of antenna 
can be employed to operate at one of the two different radiating modes by changing 
only its excitation mechanism whenever required. The proposed antenna is, therefore, 
an excellent candidate for reconfigurable dual-mode mobile base stations. The 
frequency range may be further extended for 2G/4G applications covering the 
frequency band from 0.7 to 0.96 GHz.  
An expected limitation of the proposed design can be noticed at the feeding of the 
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Chapter 5.  Optimum Partitioning of a 
Phased –MIMO Antenna Array 
The previous chapter focused on the base station antenna that covers a single band. 
In practice, double or multi-band antenna arrays are required to serve 2G, 3G and 4G 
mobile communication systems. Therefore, the concept of applying MIMO 
Overlapped Antenna Subarrays (OLAS) is adopted and optimized in this chapter for 
multi-band services. This concept has been introduced recently in 2010 and is well 
known as a “phased-MIMO antenna array”. In a phased-MIMO system, the antenna 
array is divided into multiple subarrays that are allowed to be overlapped. In this 
chapter, a mathematical formula for optimum partitioning scheme is derived to 
determine the optimum division of an array into subarrays and the number of the 
elements in each subarray. The main concept of this new scheme is to place the nulls 
of the transmit beam pattern against the peak side lobes of the diversity beam pattern 
and place the nulls of the diversity beam pattern against the peak side lobes of the 
transmit beam pattern. It is shown that the main advantage of this optimum partitioning 
scheme is the improvement of the main-to-side lobe levels without any reduction in 
beam pattern directivity. In addition, the SNR is improved using this optimum 
partitioning scheme.  
5.1. Introduction 
5.1.1. What is Phased-MIMO System? 
Previous developments in wireless communication systems were based on the idea 
that the signal can be processed coherently at the transmit/receive antenna arrays if the 
signal coherency is preserved. The corresponding technique is well known under the 
name phased antenna array [90]. In the last few decades, the development of a new 
wireless communication system paradigm that is best known under the title MIMO 
system has become the focus of intensive research [91]. Two types of MIMO systems 
are being investigated: MIMO systems with widely separated antennas and MIMO 
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systems with co-located antennas. Both have many unique advantages, but also face 
many challenges [92]-[93]. The enabling concept for MIMO system, e.g., the 
transmission of multiple orthogonal waveforms from different antennas, is usually 
referred to as waveform diversity. 
Recently, some attempts to exploit jointly the benefits of phased array and MIMO 
antennas have been also reported [94]-[98]. In [94], a general antenna configuration is 
considered where several well-separated subarrays are used to form a MIMO system 
with each subarray operating in phased array mode. In [95], the idea of dividing the 
aperture of the transmit array with co-located antennas into multiple disjoint sub-
apertures has been introduced. Utilizing the same partitioning structure, the authors of 
[96]-[98] have developed closed-form expressions for MIMO signal sets to achieve 
wide transmit beam pattern. In particular, it is shown that the height and width of a 
rectangular beam pattern can be controlled by adjusting the level of correlation 
between the MIMO signals. Later on, the authors of [99] developed a new technique, 
which combines the advantages of a MIMO antenna (such as waveform diversity) with 
the advantages of a phased antenna array (such as coherent processing). In order to 
enable such integration, they partitioned the transmit array into a number of subarrays 
that are allowed to overlap. Then, each subarray was used to coherently transmit a 
waveform that is orthogonal to the waveforms transmitted by other subarrays. 
Coherent processing gain can be achieved by designing the weight vector of each 
subarray to form a beam towards a certain direction in space (the same direction for 
all subarrays). In parallel, the subarrays are combined jointly to form a MIMO system. 
The advantage of this system, which is called phased-MIMO system, over the phased 
array and MIMO systems, is that it enjoys the advantages of the MIMO systems 
without losing the benefits of phased arrays. Moreover, it offers a virtual antenna 
aperture larger than the actual antenna aperture. Fig. 5.1 represents the main concept 
of the phased-MIMO array as a trade-off between the phased array and MIMO. 
However, the main question is how to divide the array elements into subarrays to 
achieve optimum performance. Unfortunately, the authors in [99] neglected the effect 
of partitioning the antenna elements on beam pattern parameters. 
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Fig. 5.1. Phased-MIMO array: a trade-off between phased array and MIMO 
5.1.2. Partitioning of Phased-MIMO Antenna Array 
How to improve the antenna performance by investigating different partitioning 
schemes of phased-MIMO antenna arrays has attracted researchers’ interest. In [100], 
a partitioning scheme for phased-MIMO antenna array was investigated but it is valid 
for an array that consists of an even number of elements ranging from 12 to 24, i.e. it 
is not a general formula. Furthermore, [101] gave a new partitioning scheme for a 
Hybrid Phased-MIMO system with Unequal Subarrays (HPMR-US) but with a 
complicated feeding structure. 
In this chapter, a new mathematical formula is proposed which optimizes the 
antenna elements partitioning in a phased-MIMO array. This algorithm can determine 
the optimum number of subarrays within the antenna array and the number of the 
elements in each subarray. The proposed algorithm provides an optimum antenna 
element partitioning solution for the phased-MIMO array to achieve the minimum 
peak side lobes level (PSLL) without any reduction in antenna directivity. Also, high 
output signal to interference plus noise ratio SINR is achieved.  
A beam can be formed by each subarray in a certain direction. The beamforming 
weight vector can be properly designed to maximize the coherent transmit processing 
gain. At the same time, different waveforms are transmitted by each subarray. Each 
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subarray has a waveform Φk orthogonal to other subarray waveforms. This 
orthogonality offers a waveform diversity gain. Coherent transmit gain can be 
expressed as [99]: 
𝐶(𝜃) = [𝑊1
𝐻𝐵1, … . . ,𝑊𝐾
𝐻𝐵𝐾⁡]
𝑇 (5.1 ) 
where 𝐵𝐾(𝜃) = [𝑏1(𝜃), 𝑏2(𝜃),… . . , 𝑏𝑀𝐾(𝜃)]
𝑇  is the transmit steering vector with a 
size of MK×1, 𝑊𝐾(𝜃) = [𝑤1(𝜃),𝑤2(𝜃),… . . , 𝑤𝑀𝐾(𝜃)]
𝑇  is the MK×1 beamforming 
vector which contains only elements corresponding to the active antennas of the kth 




𝑑(𝑚𝑘−1)𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃) is the phase shift between the signals at the 1st 
antenna and the mk
th antenna for each subarray due to spatial displacement, θ is the 
aspect angle measured from the array boresight, wmk is the complex weight of the mk
th 
antenna, d is the displacement between two successive antennas and λ is the signal 
wavelength. On the other hand, diversity gain can be expressed as [99] 
𝐷(𝜃) = [𝑎1(𝜃), 𝑎2(𝜃),… . . , 𝑎𝐾(𝜃)]
𝑇 (5.2 ) 





 is the phase shift between the signal at the 1st antenna 
of the array and the 1st antenna of the kth subarray due to spatial displacement. Both 
coherent transmit gain and diversity gain form the normalized overall gain as follows 
[99]: 
𝑈(𝜃) = (𝐶(𝜃)⊙ 𝐷(𝜃))⊗ 𝑅(𝜃) (5.3 ) 
where ⊙ is the Hadamard product (element-wise product), ⊗ is the Kronecker 
product and R(θ) is S×1 received steering vector and S is the number of receivers. It is 
clear that U(θ) is KS×1 virtual steering vector. Coherent, diversity and overall received 
gains depend on the number of subarrays K, and the number of elements in each 
subarray MK. Although dividing an antenna array with M elements into overlapping 
(M/2)-1 subarrays with (M/2)+2 elements in each subarray provides, virtually, the 
maximum number of elements as mentioned in [100], this partitioning will not give 
the optimum beam pattern parameters. Hence, it is important to figure out the optimum 
partitioning values of K and MK. 
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5.2. A New Formula for Optimum Partitioning 
of a Phased-MIMO Array 
In this section, a transmit array of M elements is divided into K subarrays which 
can be disjointed or overlapped as shown in Fig. 5.2.  
 
Fig. 5.2. Illustration of a phased-MIMO array 
Every transmit subarray can be composed of any number of elements ranging from 
1 to M. However, unlike the general phased-MIMO array discussed in the literature, 
in this work we will partition the array into K subarrays with overlapping elements V, 
non-overlapping elements N in the first and last subarrays and non-overlapping 






the first and last subarrays 
the intermediate subarrays 
(5.4 ) 
where NI = N - V 
Now let us consider an array with M elements and K subarrays each contains N (or 
NI depending on its position) non-overlapping and V overlapping elements. V can vary 
from 0; i.e. no overlapping between subarrays which gives totally disjointed ones (MK 
= N = NI = M/K), to M that gives a single antenna array (MK = M; K = 1). 
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K also can vary from M which indicates the whole array as one MIMO antenna 
array (MK = N = NI = 1; V = 0) to 1 which refers to a single phased antenna array. 
For a better understanding of all the possible partitioning schemes for an array into 
K subarrays with equal MK elements, M can be classified into 2N (in both the 1
st and 
last subarrays), (K-2)NI (in the intermediate subarrays) and V(K-1) (total number of 
overlapped elements). Simply M can be expressed as: 
𝑀 = 2𝑁 + (𝐾 − 2)𝑁𝐼 + 𝑉(𝐾 − 1) (5.5 ) 
Substituting NI in equation (5.5) with N-V, the possible partitioning values of K 




 K is an Integer (5.6 ) 
Therefore, there are a limited number of feasible partitioning schemes, which can 
satisfy the condition of getting an integer value of K. These partitioning schemes will 
be expressed in the form of (N, K, MK). For example, if M = 20, the disjoint subarrays 
with V = 0 overlapping elements can be expressed as (1, 20, 1), (2, 10, 2), (4, 5, 4), (5, 
4, 5,), (10, 2, 10) or (20, 1, 20). Note that the first case indicates a MIMO antenna array 
while the last case indicates a phased antenna array. For V = 2, the antenna array can 
be divided in the form of (1, 18, 3), (2, 9, 4), (3, 6, 5), (6, 3, 8), (9, 2, 11), (18, 1, 20). 
Since then, we are eager to select the optimum partitioning scheme, which gives 
optimum beam pattern parameters. 
We now consider an antenna array with M = 72. Every two successive elements are 
separated by a distance of λ/2. Using equations (5.3) and (5.6), Fig. 5.3 shows all 
possible partitioning values against PSLL. The infeasible partitioning schemes (which 
do not satisfy an integer value of K in equation (5.6)) are assumed to have 0 dB side 
lobes level. From Fig. 5.3, it is obvious that the minimum value of PSLL occurs when 
𝑀𝐾 = 𝑀 − 𝐾 + 1 (5.7 ) 
It is also clear that equation (5.7) offers a feasible physical partitioning scheme for 
any value of M. Substituting equations (5.7) and (5.4) into (5.6), we have 
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Fig. 5.3.   PSLL for all possible partitioning schemes of M = 72 phased-MIMO array 
𝑀 − 𝑉
𝑁
(𝑁 − 1) = 𝑁 − 1 (5.8 ) 
From equation (5.8), there are 3 solutions corresponding to the cases of optimum 
division. 
(a) Case (1): N = 1; i.e. there is only one non-overlapping element between any two 
adjacent subarrays (V = MK - 1). 
(b) Case (2): M = V + N = MK, K = 1; i.e. phased antenna array mode. 
(c) Case (3) V = 0, M = N = MK; i.e. MIMO antenna array mode. 
Case (2) and Case (3) are neglected, as they do not satisfy the phased-MIMO mode 
conditions so we are interested in Case (1) only. 
Fig. 5.4 illustrates the PSLL (in dB) against the number of subarrays at N = 1 (Case 
(1)). Note that Fig. 5.4 is a section of Fig. 5.3 at the line that satisfies equation (5.7). 
Minimum PSLL (which equals to -31.22 dB) occurs at K = 31 and K = 42. Thus, the 
optimum partitioning can be written in (N, K, MK) form as (1, 31, 42) or (1, 42, 31). 
Note that PSLL at K = 1 and K = M is -13.3 dB which is the PSLL for conventional 
phased array and MIMO antenna array, respectively. 
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Fig. 5.4. PSLL against the number of subarrays for M = 72 
Fig. 5.5 illustrates different values of M as odd, even and multiple of 12. It can be 
estimated that the lowest PSLL occurs at (1, 27, 37) and (1, 37, 27) when M = 63 and 
it occurs at (1, 26, 37) and (1, 37, 26) when M = 62. Finally, the lowest PSLL occurs 
at (1, 26, 35) and (1, 35, 26) when M = 60. Note that K and MK are reciprocal. 
A general formula for Optimum Partitioning of Phased-MIMO antenna array 
(OPPM) can be expressed as: 






⌋⌉ (5.9 ) 
 
Fig. 5.5. PSLL against the number of subarrays at different values of M 
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where ⌈𝑋⌉ (ceiling X) gets the closest upper integer value to X and ⌊𝑋⌋ (floor of X) gets 
the closest lower integer value to X for any real value of X. 
OPPM formula given in equation (5.9) can be simplified for even values of M. 





⌉ M: even integer (5.10 ) 





⌋ M: even integer (5.11 ) 
Note that as K and MK are reciprocal, their values can be switched. Therefore, 
equation (5.10) can represent the value of K when equation (5.11) gives the value of 
MK and vice versa. 
 
 
Fig. 5.6. Transmitted, Diversity and Received beam pattern at OPPM partitioning 
schemes (M = 40) 
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For a better understanding of why equation (5.9) can express the OPPM, we will 
consider an array with M = 40. According to equation (5.9), OPPM are (1, 17, 24) and 
(1, 24, 17). Fig. 5.6  shows coherent, diversity and overall received beam patterns with 
the aid of equations (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3). It is clear that there are nulls in the coherent 
transmit beam pattern at the angles where the diversity beam pattern has its peak side 
lobes and there are nulls in the diversity beam pattern at the angle where the coherent 
transmit beam pattern has its first side lobes. Placing nulls against side lobes by this 
way reduces the overall received beam pattern PSLL which is different from other 
partitioning scenarios. 
For simplicity, we use the conventional transmitted/ received beamforming 
technique and analyse the performance of the proposed OPPM in comparison to other 
schemes in [100] and [101]. Again using the previous example with M = 40, Fig. 5.7 
shows the received Phased-MIMO beam patterns for such an array at (M/2)-1 
partitioning scheme in [100], HPMR-US in [101] and proposed OPPM. It is 
indisputable that OPPM has the lowest PSLL without any reduction in the HPBW 
(antenna directivity is kept at the same level). Table 5.1 shows a comparison between 
[100], [101] and proposed OPPM in terms of PSLL and Directivity. It is clear that 
OPPM achieves the lowest PSLL without a reduction in array directivity. 
 
Fig. 5.7. Received Phased-MIMO beam patterns using (M/2)-1, HPMR-US and OPPM 
partitioning schemes (M = 40) 
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Table 5.1. Comparison between Reference Partitioning Schemes and Proposed OPPM in 
PSLL and Directivity  
M 
PSLL (dB) Directivity (dB) 
[100] [101] OPPM [100] [101] OPPM 
10 -23.1 -26.0 -26.0 9.45 9.32 9.32 
20 -29.9 -29.9 -29.9 12.2 12.2 12.2 
30 -28.0 -30.5 -31.4 13.9 13.9 13.9 
40 -27.3 -29.3 -31.2 15.0 15.1 15.1 
50 -27.0 -30.1 -30.8 16.0 16.0 16.1 
60 -26.9 -29.2 -30.7 16.8 16.8 16.9 
70 -26.8 -28.3 -31.2 17.5 17.5 17.5 
80 -26.8 -28.8 -31.6 18.0 18.1 18.1 
90 -26.7 -29.2 -31.9 18.5 18.6 18.7 
100 -26.7 -28.8 -31.8 19.0 19.0 19.1 
 
Generally, the received signal is accompanied by interference signals I and noise n. 












2(𝑀 − 𝐾 + 1)𝐾𝑆
 (5.12 ) 
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where σs, σi and σn are the variances of the signal, ith interference and noise 
respectively. θs and θi are the signal and the ith interfere angle respectively. 
Fig. 4.8 shows the output SINR against interference-to-noise ratio (INR). It is clear 
that OPPM has slightly higher output SINR than other partitioning schemes used in 
[100] and [101] when the interference signal level is lower than or comparable to the 
noise signal level. However, when the INR goes higher, i.e. interference signal 
dominates; OPPM introduces much higher output SINR rather than other schemes. 
 
Fig. 5.8. Output SINR against INR at different partitioning schemes 
5.3. Summary 
This chapter has proposed an optimum scheme for partitioning an array into a 
number of subarrays that are allowed to be overlapped. Then, some illustrative values 
of antenna elements for Phased-MIMO antenna array have been introduced and OPPM 
formula is deduced to get an optimum partitioning scheme for any number of antenna 
elements. This optimum scheme improves the PSLL without sacrificing the directivity 
comparing to other division techniques as it places the nulls of the transmit radiation 
beam pattern against the peak side lobes of the diversity beam pattern and vice versa. 
It also improves the output SINR as a result of improving the PSLL. 
As the optimized formula is based on observations rather than derivations, more 
studies should be conducted to generalize it for a larger number of antenna elements. 
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Chapter 6. A Dual-Broadband MIMO 
Overlapped Antenna Subarrays  
In the previous chapter, phased-MIMO antenna array using OLAS (Overlapped 
Antenna Subarrays) was illustrated and optimized. In this chapter, the concept of using 
OLAS is applied to a dual-broadband antenna array. First, this chapter proposes a 
novel design of a dual-broadband dual-polarized antenna for mobile communication 
base stations. The proposed antenna is Fylfot-shaped and covers the frequencies from 
0.7 GHz to 0.96 GHz (B1) and from 1.7 GHz to 2.7 GHz (B2) simultaneously (with 
S11 ≤ -10 dB) which are the two common frequency bands for mobile communication 
systems. Three resonant frequencies are produced in the proposed design where two 
of them are independently controlled to achieve the dual-broadband performance. A 
prototype of the proposed antenna has been developed and tested. The results 
demonstrate that the proposed antenna has high isolation between its ports, high XPD 
and stable radiation patterns across both frequency bands. Moreover, a new linear array 
is proposed and implemented. Unlike the reported dual-band base station antenna 
arrays, the proposed array uses a novel technique of two MIMO OLAS with shared 
radiating antenna elements. The OLAS has excellent frequency diversity performance 
with low ECC. The array has been found to have the same performance as a standard 
conventional base station antenna but with 25% less number of antenna elements, 
which leads to a smaller size and lower cost. The simple antenna structure and the 
novel smart MIMO OLAS technique give the design the privilege to be an ideal 
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6.1. Introduction 
The evolution of smartphone technology has resulted in the development of base 
station antennas for mobile communication systems from single-polarized to dual-
polarized and from single band to dual or multi-bands [102]. The most common 
frequency bands used for mobile communication systems are band B1 (from 0.7 to 
0.96 GHz) and band B2 (from 1.7 to 2.7 GHz). To increase the data rate and channel 
capacity and reduce the signal fading in a multipath environment, space diversity 
and/or polarization diversity are commonly used [103]. Many successful designs have 
been introduced in the literature to meet these specifications for a single band antenna 
(either band B1 or B2) using planar cross dipoles [104] or 3D-printed dipoles 
[105][106]. 
The most challenging task is to get a compact design which covers dual or multi-
bands. There are quite a few published designs. A dual-broadband antenna was 
reported in [107] but its single-polarization characteristic limits its use as a base station 
antenna. In [108], a dual-polarized dual-band antenna array was designed using two 
different co-located elements to cover the two bands, an arc-probe-fed ring antenna for 
B1 and a printed microstrip dipole antenna for B2. Moreover, in [109] - [111], two 3D 
pairs of cross-dipoles are used to widen the BW (one pair for each band). Again, they 
are co-located to reduce the antenna size. Later on, multi-band arrays have been 
achieved using three or more different frequency band elements with embedded 
scheme [112] or optimal array structure [113]. For more size reduction in dual-band 
base station antenna arrays, elements at B2 are embedded inside the 3D octagonal-
shaped elements at B1which are formed as bowls [114]. Although high isolation 
between the two co-located elements is achieved, the BW is insufficient to cover the 
whole B1 and B2. In [115], the BW has been improved using a similar embedded array 
structure as in [114] but the radiation pattern HPBW at B2 is 90° which is not suitable 
to be employed in densely populated urban areas (typically 65 ± 5°) [116] in addition 
to the antenna large size. 
Generally, most of the designs presented in the literature use different element 
designs for different frequency bands. In [117]-[120], the approach of covering both 
bands (B1 and B2) by a single antenna element was adopted but with some limitations 
in the BWs which were insufficient to cover all the desired frequencies. Also, the large 
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antennas size obligates the spacing between the elements to be larger than one 
wavelength when they are arranged to form linear antenna arrays at B2. Thus, 
undesirable grating lobes may be formed. Moreover, some of these dual-band elements 
have complicated multilayer structures [117] [118] while others provide a single 
polarization [119] [120]. 
In this chapter, a novel Fylfot-shaped antenna design is introduced to cover both B1 
and B2 simultaneously with a dual-polarization. The antenna enjoys good impedance 
matching and high XPD with a low cost and a compact size.  The design is extended 
to form a linear antenna array using the MIMO OLAS technique. Although two 
subarrays are overlapped and share some radiating antenna elements, they have an 
excellent frequency diversity performance with low ECC. 
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 describes the dual-band antenna 
design, its principle of operation, initial results and its performance. Section 6.3 
presents the development of MIMO OLAS base station. Finally, a summary is drawn 
in Section 6.4. 
6.2. Fylfot-Shaped Antenna Element 
6.2.1. Antenna Structure 
Fig. 6.1 presents the proposed antenna element geometry while Table 6.1 illustrates 
its dimensional parameters. Generally, the antenna element can be described as two 
orthogonal slotted elliptical-shaped cross dipoles printed on opposite sides of an FR-4 
substrate with relative permittivity εr= 4.3, tangential loss of 0.025, thickness Hd= 1.6 
mm and side length Ld (which is to be determined). The dipoles are placed at ±45° 
with respect to the Y-axis in order to provide polarization diversity. Each dipole 
consists of two elliptical-shaped elements linked by a feeding strip and an RF 
connector. The endpoints of each slotted elliptical-shaped dipole are extended to form 
a bowtie dipole, which is placed orthogonal to the ellipse major axis forming a Fylfot 
shape. Thus, again the bowtie dipoles on both sides of the substrate are placed on ±45° 
with respect to Y-axis. The substrate and dipoles are oriented in the XY plane. The 
substrate is placed above two square metallic ground reflectors to enable directional 
radiation; a small reflector and a large reflector are used for the beam radiations at B2 
and B1 respectively. The small reflector is placed at a height H1 and has a side length 
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Lg1 while the large reflector is placed at a height H2, with side length Lg2 and four 
sidewalls of a height Hw. 
The four sidewalls work as four parasitic elements located at ± 45º with respect to 
the radiating dipoles to improve the XPD [104]. The substrate and the two metallic 
reflectors are concentric, and their edges are parallel to X and Y-axes. The antenna is 
fed through two coaxial cables. The outer of the coaxial cable is connected to one of 
the elliptical elements of the antenna while the inner is connected to the stripline. 
 
 
Fig. 6.1. The geometry of the proposed antenna element 
Top layer metal Bottom layer metal 
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Table 6.1. Parameters of the Proposed Antenna 
Parameter Value (mm) Parameter Value (mm) Parameter Value (mm) 
Vout 22 Wb1 9 Lg1 80 
Uout 29 Wb2 5 Lg2 220 
Vin 7 Wf 3 H1 30 
Uin 19 S 4 H2 100 
Lb 52 Ld 150 Hw 23 
6.2.2. Methodology and Principles of Operation  
The antenna design is based on creating dual-band coverage based on constructing 
two combined radiators. 
The proposed antenna can be considered as two different types of dipoles printed 
on each side of the substrate and connected together, a slotted elliptical-shaped dipole 
and a bowtie dipole. To understand the working principle of the proposed antenna, two 
reference designs (antenna REF1 and antenna REF2) are used as shown in Fig. 6.2. 
Initially, the design was based on the antenna element, which has been presented and 
illustrated in Chapter 4 (antenna REF1). The slotted elliptical-shaped dipole length 
(2Uout) equals to 0.5λ0B2 (where λ0B2 is the free space wavelength of the central 
frequency of B2, 2.2 GHz). It is observed that antenna REF1 has two resonant 
frequencies at B2, one is due to the long current path from the feeding points to the 
ellipse endpoints along the ellipse edges and the other is due to the short current path 
from the feeding points to the ellipse endpoints along the elliptical slot edges. Antenna 
REF1 covers B2 only as shown in Fig. 6.2. 
The design is amended by adding a bowtie dipole with a length of (2Lb) to the 
slotted elliptical-shaped dipole. Each pole of the bowtie dipole is connected to one of 
the endpoints of the slotted elliptical-shaped dipole and forming 90° with respect to 
the ellipse major axis (antenna REF2). Thus, the bowtie dipoles on both sides are 
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orthogonal and placed on ±45° with respect to Y-axis. The dimension Lb was initially 
selected such that the dipoles total length (2Uout+2Lb) equals to 0.5λ0B1 (where λ0B1 
is the free space wavelength of the central frequency of B1, 0.83 GHz). It is evident 
that a third resonant frequency has been created at B1 as shown in Fig. 6.2 but 
unfortunately, the BW at B2 has been shrunk. 
 
Fig. 6.2. References and the proposed antennas 
A second small metallic reflector is placed at a height H1 with respect to the 
substrate (proposed antenna). This second reflector has two functions; the first one is 
to improve the impedance matching across B2 as will be discussed in detail in section 
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6.2.4. The second function is to enable directional radiation for the signals at B2. The 
dimensions H1 and H2 were initially selected to be 0.25λ0U and 0.25 λ0L respectively. 
The input impedance (Zin) of the proposed antenna in correlation to the reflection 
coefficient is presented in Fig. 6.3. The three resonant frequencies (Fr1 at B1 and Fr2, 
Fr3 at B2) are located at the points where the imaginary part of Zin (Im (Zin)) equals to 
zero. Fr1, Fr2 and, Fr3 are 0.77, 1.84 and 2.5 GHz respectively. One of the advantages 
of this design is that Fr1 and Fr3 can be controlled independently of one another and 
of Fr2, as going to be discussed in detail in section 6.2.3. Therefore, once Fr2 is 
obtained, Fr1 and Fr3 can be independently tuned and dual-broadband can be achieved. 
Note that the values of the real part of Zin (Re (Zin)) around these resonant frequencies 
satisfy VSWR ≤ 2 (Z0/2 ≤ Re (Zin) ≤ 2Z0) where Z0 is the characteristic impedance 
(50Ω in our case). 
 
Fig. 6.3. The input impedance of the proposed antenna correlated to S11 
The current distributions across the radiating dipoles at the three resonant 
frequencies are shown in Fig. 6.4. It can be seen that at Fr1, the current flows from the 
feeding point to the terminal points through both dipoles (slotted elliptical-shaped and 
Fr1 Fr2 Fr3 
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bowtie dipoles) uniformly. This means that both dipoles contribute to forming 
impedance matching across B1. On the other hand, the current distributions at Fr2 and 
Fr3 are highly dense around the slotted elliptical-shaped dipole while there is a light 
current density across the bowtie dipole. Therefore, we can conclude that the elliptical-
shaped dipole contributes to creating impedance matching across both bands while 
bowtie dipole mainly affects B1 only. 
 
 
Fig. 6.4. The current distributions at (a) Fr1 (b) Fr2 (c) Fr3 
By adjusting the dimensions of the feeding lines, the elliptical-shaped dipoles, the 
elliptical slot, and the bowtie dipoles, it is possible to achieve good impedance 
matching. By appropriately designing the reflectors and adjusting their height from the 
substrate, a stable radiation pattern with high gain and suitable HPBW for base station 
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To validate the proposed design, a prototype was fabricated and tested as shown in 
Fig. 6.5. The PCB and the small reflector are fixed above the large reflector using foam 
layers. It is favourable to use pillars to fix the antenna pieces altogether to make it 
more rigid mechanically in case of industrial usage. 
 
Fig. 6.5. A  prototype of the proposed antenna element 
Fig. 6.6 shows a good agreement between the simulated and measured reflection 
coefficients. For S11 ≤ -10 dB, the measured fractional BWs are 40% (0.7-1.05 GHz) 
and 60% (1.6 -3 GHz) for B1 and B2 respectively. 
 
 
Fig. 6.6. Simulated and measured reflection coefficients 
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Fig. 6.7 shows that the measured port-to-port isolation is better than 30 dB for B1 
and better than 20 dB for B2. The isolation across B2 is less than the isolation across 
B1 because of the high surface current density at B2 formed at the feed point of the 
antenna (see Fig. 6.4), which can couple to the other orthogonal dipole. The deviation 




Fig. 6.7. Simulated and measured port-to-port isolation 
The simulated and measured co- and cross-polarized radiation patterns at the start, 
central and end frequencies of each band in H-plane (XZ plane) and V-plane (YZ 
plane) are shown in Fig. 6.8. It is apparent that the proposed antenna has a good 
agreement in the radiation patterns between the simulation and the measurement 
results. The HPBWs in the H-plane are 73±2° and 65±5° at B1 and B2 while the 
HPBWs in the V-plane are 90±5° and 72±8° at B1 and B2 respectively.  
The XPD at boresight is better than 20 dB at B1 and better than 18 dB for B2. The 
detailed values of XPD are illustrated in Table 6.2. 
Fig. 6.9 presents the simulated and measured realized gains of the proposed antenna 
across B1 and B2, which are 6±1 dBi and 6.7±2 dBi respectively. 
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Fig. 6.8. Simulated and measured co- and cross-polarized radiation patterns for  
(a) B1 in H-plane (b) B1 in V-plane (c) B2 in H-plane (d) B2 in V-plane 
(a) 
(b) 
0.70 GHz                               0.83 GHz                                 0.96 GHz 
(c) 
(d) 
1.7 GHz                                     2.2 GHz                                     2.7 GHz 
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Table 6.2. XPD at Boresight of the Proposed Antenna Element 











Fig. 6.9. Simulated and measured realized gains of the proposed antenna 
Table 6.3 displays a comparison between the state-of-the-art dual-band dual-
polarized base station antenna elements performance and the proposed antenna. It is 
apparent that the proposed antenna is an optimum design, which has a relatively wide 
BW, suitable HPBWs for base station antennas employed in densely populated urban 
areas and, a small size. In addition, it has a simple manufacturing process using PCB 
instead of the 3D printing used in [110], [111], [114] and [115]. The most important 
feature in the proposed antenna is that it covers both bands simultaneously which gives 
it the privilege to be used as a shared element between subarrays at B1 and B2 at the 
same time in a base station antenna as will be discussed in detail in section 6.3. 
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To optimize the proposed antenna design, it is necessary to understand how the 
design parameters affect the proposed antenna performance. Therefore, some 
important parameters and their effects are studied through simulations. When one 
parameter is studied, all other parameters are kept constant. 
6.2.3. Effect of Dipole Dimensions 
Controlling the two resonant frequencies (Fr1 and Fr3) independently is the key-
point of achieving dual-broadband operation. Therefore, in this section, we are going 
to present these controlling dimensional parameters. 
The first parameter to be studied is the bowtie dipole length (Lb). As the working 
principles of the antenna have been discussed in section 6.2.2, the bowtie dipoles 
contribute to the impedance matching across B1 only with a very slight effect on B2. 
Thus, Fr1 can be controlled independently of Fr2 and Fr3 by changing the length Lb. 
As noticed in Fig. 6.10, when the length Lb increases, the overall length of the dipole 
(2Lb+2Uout) increases while the length of the elliptical dipole (2Uout) remains 
constant. Thus, B1 is shifted to lower frequencies while B2 has almost no changes. 
The optimum value of Lb is 52 mm to cover the whole B1with VSWR ≤ 2. 
The second parameter to be studied is the elliptical-slot major axis Uin. Changing 
Uin does not result in any changes in the two dipole lengths. Thus, it has almost no 
effect on the first and second resonant frequencies (Fr1 and Fr2). The third resonant 
frequency Fr3 can be tuned by changing the dimension Uin as shown in Fig. 6.11. The 
optimum value of Uin is found to be 19 mm to fully cover B2. 
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Fig. 6.10. The effect of Lb on the impedance matching illustrated by  
(a) reflection coefficient (b) Smith charts 
ΔFr1 Fr3 Fr2 
(b) 
(a) 
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Fig. 6.11. The effect of Uin on the impedance matching illustrated by  
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6.2.4. Effect of the Small Metallic Reflector 
 
Fig. 6.12. The effect of the small reflector on the impedance matching by 
(a) reflection coefficient (b) Smith charts 
The small reflector has two functions in the antenna performance enhancement. The 
first function is improving the antenna BW across B2. Although there are two 
independent resonant frequencies at B2, it is not possible to achieve full coverage 
across the whole B2 without the small reflector as shown in Fig. 6.12. 
(a) 
(b) 
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From Fig. 6.12(a), the height H1 affects only Fr3 with almost no effect on Fr1 and 
Fr2. By investigating the effect of changing H1 on the dipole input impedance around 
Fr3 (2.2-2.7 GHz), we notice from the Smith chart in Fig. 6.12(b) that the small 
reflector adds a capacitive loading to the radiating dipoles at Fr3. Thus, when the 
height H1 increases, the capacitive loading decreases and the plot goes inductive at 
Fr3. The optimum height H1 is 30 mm to get the best achievable impedance matching. 
Note that there is almost no significant change in the impedance matching across B1. 
The second function is improving the antenna gain stability of the radiated signals 
across B2 as it enables the unidirectional radiation by reflecting most of the back 
radiation at this band as illustrated in Fig. 6.13. It is noticeable that the small reflector 
has no effect on the antenna gain at B1. 
 
Fig. 6.13. The effect of the small reflector on the realized gain 
6.3. MIMO Overlapped Antenna Subarrays 
Directive base station antennas are formed in linear arrays with high gains typically 
12-14 and 15-17 dBi at B1 and B2 respectively [121]. The conventional base station 
antenna array diagram is presented in Fig. 6.14(a). It consists of two linear arrays, 
typically one array for each band. These arrays may be totally disjointed but mostly 
they are co-located in the same radome/ housing to reduce the antenna size. However, 
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in all cases, each array uses its own antenna element structure and a separate feeding 
network. 
 
Fig. 6.14. Illustrative diagrams of the  
(a) conventional (b) proposed MIMO OLAS base station 
In this section, a proposed single linear array is constructed using two MIMO 
OLAS, with a subarray for each band. Unlike the base station antenna arrays reported 
in the literature, these two MIMO OLAS shared some of their radiating elements (i.e. 
some antenna elements contribute to forming the radiation patterns of both subarrays 
simultaneously). Therefore, the proposed antenna array can take the role of both B1- 
and B2-arrays in the conventional base station antenna with fewer elements as shown 
in Fig. 6.14(b). The proposed array consists of two subarrays: B1-subarray and B2-
subarray. Thus, the subarrays have frequency diversity. The number of the elements N 
in each subarray may be found by [122]: 
(a)                                                         (b) 




 (6.1 ) 
where D is the subarray directivity and d is the distance between two successive 
elements in the subarray. To avoid high coupling between elements and grating lobes, 
d is selected as 0.5λmax < d < λmin [122] where λmax is the free space wavelength at the 
start frequency of the desired band (0.7 GHz for B1 and 1.7 GHz for B2) and λmin is 
the free space wavelength for the end frequency of the desired band (0.96 GHz for B1 
and 2.7 GHz for B2). Therefore, d is chosen to be 285 mm for B1-subarray and 95 mm 
for B2-subarray. Note that for practical implementation, d in B1-subarray is three times 
d in B2-subarray. From equation (6.1), the number of the elements in each subarray is 
five and seven elements for B1- and B2-subarrays respectively. 
To build such subarrays, a 9-element antenna array is constructed with elements 
distributed as shown in Fig. 6.15. B2-subarray consists of the middle elements 
numbering from 2 to 8 with a total number of seven elements while B1-subarray 
consists of five elements numbered 1, 2, 5, 8, and 9. Note that element number 2, 5 
and 8 are shared between the two subarrays. Therefore, virtually, the total number of 
elements in both subarrays are twelve (five elements for B1-subarray and seven 
elements for B2-subarray) while the actual number of elements is nine. This means a 
25% reduction in elements capacity, which leads to a reduction in antenna size and 
cost. Each one of the shared antenna elements numbered 2, 5 and 8 is fed through a 
frequency duplexer. The input port of the frequency duplexer is connected to the 
antenna element while its output ports are connected to B1 and B2 power dividers 
respectively. In the receiving mode, signals at B1 and B2 propagate from the antenna 
to the input port of the duplexer which in turns directs each signal to the corresponding 
output port and hence to the corresponding power divider. In the transmitting mode, 
this process is reversed. Each subarray is fed through two ports for two orthogonal 
polarizations (P1 and P2 for ±45º of B1-subarray and P3 and P4 for ±45º of B2-
subarray respectively). The Feeding network including the power dividers, the 
frequency duplexers and feeding ports is presented in Fig. 6.15. 
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Fig. 6.15. The proposed 9-element MIMO OLAS base station 
Two different types of diversity are used in the proposed MIMO OLAS to enhance 
the communication performance: polarization diversity between the dipoles in each 
antenna element and frequency diversity between the subarrays. The overall array 
height is 1360 mm which is smaller than the conventional base station antenna array 
height (typically 1500 mm) [121]. 
Fig. 6.16 shows the simulated 3D radiation patterns and gains of the proposed 
antenna array at the start, middle and stop frequencies of each band. It is seen that the 
gains are 13.5 and 17.6 dBi across B1 and B2 respectively. 
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Fig. 6.16. Simulated 3D radiation patterns of the OLAS base station 
The proposed MIMO OLAS is compared to the standard base station antenna and 
the state-of-the-art array presented in [114] and the comparison is tabulated in Table 
6.4. From the comparison, we notice that although the electrical specifications (front-
to-back lobe ratios (FBR) and realized gains) for both arrays are comparable to each 
other and meet the specifications of the standard base station antenna, the proposed 
antenna array has remarkable better mechanical specifications (a fewer number of 
elements, a smaller size and, a simpler manufacturing technique). Also, the array in 
[114] uses three different types of elements to cover B1 and B2 (one for B1 and two 
for B2) while the proposed array uses the same antenna element for both bands. 
0.7 GHz                        0.83 GHz                        0.96 GHz 
1.7 GHz                        2.2 GHz                        2.7 GHz 
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Table 6.4. Comparison of Standard and Several Dual-Band Base Station Antenna Arrays 
Ref 
Standard base 






The fewer, the better 15 9 
Number of 
Element Types 
The fewer, the better 3 1 
Overall Size (mm3) The smaller, the better 1420 × 260 × 130 1360 × 220 × 100 
Realized 
Gain (dBi) 
B1 12-14 15 13.5 
B2 15-17 17.3 17.6 
FBR (dB) 
B1 ≥ 25 25 27 
B2 ≥ 25 25 29 
 
To validate the MIMO OLAS design, a small-scale prototype was fabricated. The 
prototype array consists of six elements and has two subarrays (a subarray for each 
band). By applying the optimum partitioning scheme from equation (5.11) where K = 
2 and M = 6, the number of elements in each subarray MK = 4. Therefore, virtually the 
total number of elements is eight elements while actually, the array consists of six 
elements as shown in Fig. 6.17. Again, the actual number of elements is less than the 
virtual number by 25%. B2-subarray consists of the middle elements numbering from 
2 to 5 while B1-subarray consists of the elements number 1, 2, 5 and 6. Thus, the 
elements number 2 and 5 are shared elements. 
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To evaluate the diversity performance of the proposed MIMO system, the ECC 
should be obtained, which is calculated as in equation (3.4) for the four feeding ports 
P1, P2, P3 and P4 across the dual-band. In this case, each of i and j represents one of 
the feeding ports P1, P2, P3 or P4 and i ≠ j. the polarization diversity is represented 
as the ECC of P1-P2 and P3-P4 while the frequency diversity is represented as the 
ECC of P1-P3 and P2-P4. It worth noting that each pair of these ECC is reciprocal 
because of the array symmetrical feeding structure.  
The calculated ECC based on the measurements is plotted in Fig. 6.18. For 
simplicity, only the ECC of P1-P2, P1-P3 and P1-P4 are plotted. Results show that 
the proposed MIMO OLAS offer very low ECC due to the polarization and frequency 
diversities. The maximum ECC is less than 0.008 across B1 and less than 0.001 across 
B2, far less than the general criteria of ECC < 0.3 [123]. 
 
Fig. 6.18. Measured ECC of the ports of the proposed MIMO OLAS 
The isolation between the dipoles of two adjacent elements (we take elements 
numbers 2 and 3 in Fig. 6.17 as an example) is measured and presented in Fig. 6.19. 
The isolation between the two crossed dipoles (dipoles 1 and 2) is similar to the 
isolation measured and presented in Fig. 6.7 for a single antenna element. For dipoles 
1 and 3, the isolation across B1 is less than the isolation across B2 because the bowtie 
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dipoles (which contribute to forming the radiation at B1) are parallel and close to each 
other. That causes an electric field coupling between these two dipoles. However, the 
worst case of isolation at B1 is close to 20 dB but it is better than 30 dB throughout 
B2. For dipoles 1 and 4, isolation is better than 30 dB for both bands 
 
Fig. 6.19. Measured isolation between two adjacent elements in the MIMO OLAS 
The prototype array radiation patterns and gains are measured using a Vector 
Network Analyzer (VNA) and an anechoic chamber. A good agreement between the 
simulated and the measured radiation patterns can be noticed in Fig. 6.20.  
The simulated and measured realized gains across both bands are presented in Fig. 
6.21. The array measured parameters can be concluded in Table 6.5. The normalized 
3D measured radiation patterns for the prototype MIMO OLAS base station at the two 
bands are shown in Fig. 6.22, which demonstrate that both subarrays have stable 
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Fig. 6.20. Simulated and measured radiation patterns of the MIMO OLAS base station 
 
Fig. 6.21. Simulated and measured realized gains of the MIMO OLAS base station 
0.70 GHz                               0.83 GHz                                 0.96 GHz 
1.7 GHz                                     2.2 GHz                                     2.7 GHz 
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Table 6.5. Measured Parameters of the Prototype MIMO OLAS Base Station 
Frequency Band B1 B2 
V-plane HPBW (°) 18 ± 1 17 ± 3 
Realized Gain (dBi) 12.6 ± 1.4 14 ± 1.6 
FBR (dB) 27 29 
 
 
Fig. 6.22. Normalized measured 3D radiation patterns of the MIMO OLAS base station 
                        0.7 GHz                                            0.83 GHz 
                           0.96 GHz                                        1.7 GHz 
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6.4. Summary 
A novel dual-broadband dual-polarized Fylfot-shaped antenna has been designed, 
optimized, fabricated and tested to cover two different bands 0.7 - 0.96 GHz (B1) and 
1.7 - 2.7 GHz (B2) simultaneously for mobile communication systems. The proposed 
antenna has a high XPD with a good impedance matching performance for both bands. 
In comparison with reference designs, the proposed design is much simpler as it uses 
a single element to cover both bands instead of two elements for two bands. In addition, 
the proposed antenna uses PCB manufacturing technology, which is easier than 3D 
printing used in reference designs. 
A novel MIMO OLAS technique has been applied to form a dual-band linear array 
base station antenna with similar electrical performance as a conventional base station 
antenna but with 25% fewer number of elements and remarkable smaller size, which 
makes the proposed design a good candidate for a low-cost and efficient directive base 
station antenna. 
The limitation of the antenna element can be noticed at the dipole feeding points 
where a Balun should be designed for balance feeding. This has been overcome during 
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Chapter 7. A Triple-Band Indoor Base 
Station Antenna 
In the previous chapter, a dual-band base station antenna was proposed to serve the 
2G, 3G and 4G mobile communication systems. For the future mobile communication 
systems, 5G is going to be deployed side-by-side to the 2G, 3G, and 4G services. This 
leads to the need of extending the operating frequency bands of base station antennas 
to cover the new sub-6 GHz 5G band (from 3.3 to 3.8 GHz) in addition to the exciting 
frequency bands of 2G, 3G and 4G applications. Therefore, this chapter proposes a 
new design of a triple-band dual-polarized indoor base station antenna for mobile 
communication systems serving the 2G, 3G, 4G and the new sub-6 GHz 5G 
applications simultaneously. The design consists of two orthogonal dipole antennas to 
provide dual polarization. Each dipole consists of three different radiator types: 
elliptical dipole, bowtie dipole and, cat-ear shaped arms for different bands. The 
proposed antenna offers three broad bands with the fractional BWs of 31.3% (0.7-0.96 
GHz), 55.3% (1.7-3 GHz) and, 14% (3.3-3.8 GHz) which can be controlled 
independently. The design also offers a stable radiation pattern within the desired 
frequency bands, high XPD and, a simple feeding structure with a compact size and 
low profile which make this new design an ideal candidate for indoor mobile base 
stations serving the 2G, 3G, 4G and the new sub-6 GHz 5G applications. 
7.1. Introduction 
As telecommunication vendors look to introduce 5G mobile communication 
systems from 2019, base station and mobile antennas need to evolve to fulfil the new 
sub-6 GHz 5G frequency bands in addition to the existing 2G, 3G and 4G bands (0.7-
0.96 GHz and 1.7-2.7 GHz). For indoor base stations, where the available spaces to 
install antennas are limited, it is favourable to have a single antenna element covering 
the frequency bands of interest rather than multiple antennas for multiple bands. 
Furthermore, due to the increase of the uncorrelated multi-path reflections in the 
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indoor communications, MIMO antenna systems are vital and efficient. In such cases, 
co-located antennas with polarization diversity are a better option than widely 
separated antennas with spatial diversity to save the spaces occupied by the antenna 
platforms.   
 Many attempts have been done to satisfy the 2G, 3G and 4G applications by a 
single antenna covering the frequency bands from 0.7 to 0.96 GHz (B1) and from 1.7 
to 2.7 GHz (B2). In [124], the dual-polarized performance was achieved for both bands 
(B1 and B2) but the impedance BWs were insufficient (0.86 – 096 GHz for B1 and 
1.7-1.9 for B2). In [125], the BWs were improved but only a single polarization was 
provided which makes the design not suitable for base station applications. There are 
many other designs. For example, in [126]-[128], BWs were much improved either by 
using irregular shorted patches as in [126] or dual-band dipoles as in [127] and [128]. 
Unfortunately, these reported designs again are single polarization. In [129], a dual-
band dual-polarized antenna was presented but the BWs are not wide enough for 2G, 
3G and, 4G communication systems. Due to the introduction of 5G, single-polarized 
dual-band indoor base station antennas were reported to cover B2 and the new sub-6 
GHz 5G frequency band from 3.3 to 3.8 GHz (B3). In [130], a single-polarized dual-
band folded dipole antenna was designed to operate across 2.3-2.5 GHz and 3.1-4.2 
GHz. In [131] and [132], single antennas were produced to cover most of the 
frequencies in B2 and B3 simultaneously, from 1.8 to 3.77 GHz in [131] and from 2.4 
to 3.6 GHz in [132]. Recently, an E-shaped triple-band patch antenna was presented 
in [133] to cover B1, B2 and B3 simultaneously. The main drawbacks of this design 
are that the BWs are not sufficient (0.92-0.96 GHz, 1.9-2.2 GHz and, 3.4-3.8 GHz) 
and it is single polarization. 
This chapter proposes a novel design of a dual-polarized triple-band antenna for 
2G, 3G, 4G and, sub-6 GHz 5G indoor base stations covering B1, B2 and, B3 
simultaneously. The design consists of two cross dipoles. Each dipole may be 
considered as a combination of three different types of radiators (typically one type for 
each band); elliptical dipole (type 1), bowtie dipole (type 2) and cat-ear shaped arms 
(type 3). As each radiator parameter can be controlled individually, the three bands 
(B1, B2 and, B3) can be tuned independently to achieve triple broad performance. 
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This chapter is organized as follows: Section 7.2 describes the proposed antenna 
configuration and its principle of operations, Section 7.3 discusses its performance and 
a sensitive study of its parameters and finally, a summary is presented in Section 7.4. 
7.2. The Proposed Antenna Design 
7.2.1. Antenna Configuration 
Fig. 7.1 illustrates the geometry of the proposed antenna. Generally, we can 
describe the geometry as a pair of two orthogonal crossed dipoles: dipole A and dipole 
B. Dipole A consists of an elliptical-shaped dipole (type 1) placed on 45º with respect 
to Y-axis. The two elliptical arms of dipole A are printed on opposite sides of an FR-4 
substrate with a relative permittivity εr = 4.3, a loss tangent of 0.025, a thickness of 1.6 
mm and a side length Ld. The two arms are fed through a strip (printed on the substrate 
top layer) and a 50 Ω coaxial cable. For practical implementation, a hole in the bottom 
arm is drilled to insert the 50 Ω coaxial feed. The endpoints of the elliptical dipole are 
extended to form a bowtie dipole (type 2) which is placed orthogonally to the ellipse 
major axis. Furthermore, a pair of cat-ears (type 3) is added to each elliptical arm such 
that the major axes of the two cat-ears are intersecting at the ellipse centre and forming 
angles of ±45º with the ellipse major axis respectively. Therefore, in summary, we can 
describe dipole A as a combination of three different types of radiators; type 1: 
elliptical dipole, type 2: bowtie dipole and, type 3: cat-ear arms. 
The second crossed dipole (dipole B) is a rotated replica of dipole A with a relative 
angle of 90º around Z-axis. There are two major differences between dipoles A and B. 
The first difference is that the feeding strip of dipole B is modified. One part of the 
strip is printed on the bottom layer of the substrate, and then is connected to the top 
parts through two vias to avoid intersecting with the feeding strip of dipole A. Each 
via is fabricated by first drilling a hole through the FR-4 substrate, then drawing a 
copper wire through the hole, and finally by soldering the copper wire to the stripline 
on both sides of the substrate. The second major difference is that one of the cat-ears 
in the bottom layer is shifted to the top layer to add a capacitive loading to the input 
impedance (Zin) of dipole B to compensate the inductive effect introduced by the vias 
as will be discussed in detail in the next section. Thus, the distribution of the cat-ears 
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at dipole B is asymmetric (three on the top layer and one on the bottom layer) unlike 
their symmetric distribution at dipole A (two on each side).  
 

























Top layer metal Bottom layer metal 
Metallic reflectors Metallic vias 
Up- shifted 
cat-ear arm 
50Ω Coaxial cables  
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The substrate and dipoles are oriented in the XY plane as shown in Fig. 7.1. The 
substrate is placed above two square metallic ground reflectors to enable directional 
radiation, a large reflector for the lower frequencies band B1 and a small reflector for 
the higher frequencies bands B2 and B3. The large reflector is placed at a height of H1 
from the substrate, with a side length Lg1 and four sidewalls of a height of Hw while 
the small reflector is placed at a height of H2 from the substrate and has a side length 
Lg2. The substrate and the two metallic reflectors are concentric and their edges are 
parallel to X and Y-axes. The optimized dimensions are determined as follows (in 
mm): Ue = 29, Ve = 21.4, Lb = 54, Uc = 11.6, Ld =150, H1 = 100, H2 = 30; Hw = 23, 
Lg1 = 220 and, Lg2 = 80. 
7.2.2. Methodology and Principles of Operation  
The antenna design is based on creating triple-band coverage based on constructing 
three combined radiators with independent designing parameters. 
Two reference designs (antenna Ref 1 and antenna Ref 2) can be employed to 
understand the working principle of the proposed design as shown in Fig. 7.2. Initially, 
antenna Ref 1 was designed based on the elliptical dipole (type 1) discussed in Chapter 
4 to cover B2 as it has the widest BW among the three desired bands. The ellipse major 
and minor axes (Ue and Ve) are selected such that the shortest current path length from 
the feeding point to the endpoint of the ellipse (Ue) equals to 0.25λB2H while the longest 
current path length from the feeding point to the endpoint of the ellipse (P) equals to 
0.25λB2L (where λB2H and λB2L are the free-space wavelengths at the highest and lowest 
frequencies of B2 respectively and P is half of the ellipse circumference). P is related 















(7.1 )  
It is worth noting that all current path lengths from the feeding point to the ellipse 
endpoint ranging from the shortest path Ue to the longest path P are equal to a quarter 
of the wavelengths ranging from λB2H to λB2L respectively. Thus, the dipole length may 
be considered as a half wavelength for all the frequencies within B2. 
In antenna Ref 2, a bowtie dipole with a total length of 2Lb (type 2) is combined 
with the elliptical dipole. Each arm of the bowtie dipole is connected to one of the 
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endpoints of the elliptical dipole and forming 90° with respect to the ellipse major axis. 
The dimension Lb was initially selected such that the dipoles total length (2Ue+2Lb) 
equals to 0.5λ0B1 (where λ0B1 is the free space wavelength of the central frequency of 
B1, 0.83 GHz). Thus, B1 and B2 are fully covered by a combinational design of type 
1 and type 2. 
 
Fig. 7.2. References and the proposed antenna designs 
Furthermore, in the proposed design, the cat-ear arms (type 3) are combined to the 
antenna Ref 2. The major axes of the cat-ear arms form angles of ±45º with the ellipse 
major axis respectively. Thus, each pair lies on one of two perpendicular axes (X-axis 
and Y-axis). The dimension Uc was initially selected such that the total length of each 
pair of cat-ear arms (2Uc) is 0.25λ0B3 (where λ0B3 is the free space wavelength of the 
central frequency of B3, 3.55 GHz). So, triple-band performance is achieved. 
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As mentioned in the previous section, in dipole B (which has two vias through the 
feeding strip), one of the cat-ear arms should be shifted from the bottom layer to the 
top layer to create a capacitive loading and compensate the inductive effect of the vias. 
For a better understanding of this matter, Fig. 7.3 shows three cases of different 
positions of the cat-ear arms at dipole B. Case (1) is the initial case where both cat-ear 
arms are in the bottom layer of the substrate. Therefore, B3 is not fully covered with 
VSWR ≤ 2 (the fully complete purple circle in the middle of the Smith chart) due to 
the inductive effect of the vias especially at the stop frequency of B3 (note that the 
higher the frequency, the more sensitive Zin to any inductance change). In case (2), 
both cat-ear arms are shifted to the top layer of the substrate to add two parallel 
capacitive loadings between them and the elliptical arm. Thus, Zin across B3 becomes 
too capacitive especially at the start frequency of B3 (note that the lower the frequency, 
the more sensitive Zin to any capacitive change). Case (3) is the proposed design where 
one of the cat-ear arms is printed on the bottom layer while the other is shifted to the 
top layer. In this case, B3 is fully covered with VSWR ≤ 2. It is worth noting that the 
vias do not have any significant effect on the impedance matching across B1 and B2 
as their reactance is too small at these bands. 
 
Fig. 7.3. Effect of the cat-ear arm position on Zin of dipole B across B3 
Case (1) Case (2) Case (3) 
Top layer metal Bottom layer metal 
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Fig. 7.4 shows the current distribution across the dipole at the central frequency of 
each band. It can be seen that at B1, the current flows from the feeding point to the 
terminal points through bowtie and elliptical dipoles, which indicates that these two 
radiator types (1 and 2) are the radiators across B1. On the other hand, the current 
distribution at B2 is highly dense around the elliptical dipole while there is a small 
current density across the bowtie and cat-ears. Furthermore, at B3, the current density 
is high at the cat-ears with small current density across the elliptical and bowtie 
dipoles. 
 
Fig. 7.4. The current distributions at the central frequency of (a) B1 (b) B2 (c) B3 
Table 7.1 summarises the contributions of each type of the three radiator types to 
the radiation across each band. It is evident from Table 7.1 that B1 and B3 can be tuned 
independently by controlling the dimensions of the bowtie and cat-ears respectively. 
More illustrations will be presented in the next section. 
                              (a)                                                      (b) 
(c) 
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Table 7.1. Contributions of the Three Radiator Types to the Radiation 
Frequency Band 
Radiator Type 
Type 1 (Elliptical) Type 2 (Bowtie) Type 3 (Cat-ears) 
B1    
B2    
B3    
7.3. The Proposed Antenna Results 
To validate the proposed design, a prototype was fabricated and tested as shown in 
Fig. 7.5. The simulation was accomplished by using CST Microwave studio. Measured 
results of S-parameters, gain, and radiation patterns were obtained by using a VNA 
and an anechoic chamber. 
 
Fig. 7.5. A prototype of the proposed antenna (a) side view (b) top view 




                        (a)                                                      (b) 
(c) 
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Fig. 7.6 shows a good agreement between the simulated and measured reflection 
coefficients for both ports. For VSWR ≤ 2, the fractional BWs are 31.3% (0.7-0.96 
GHz), 55.3% (1.7 -3 GHz) and, 14% (3.3-3.8 GHz) for B1, B2 and, B3 respectively. 
Fig. 7.7 shows that the measured port-to-port isolation is better than 27 dB for B1 and 
better than 20 dB for B2 and B3. 
 
Fig. 7.6. Simulated and measured reflection coefficients 
 
Fig. 7.7. Simulated and measured port-to-port isolations 
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Fig. 7.8. Simulated and measured co- and cross-polarized radiation patterns in 
(a) H-plane (b) V-plane (B1, B2 and B3 from left to right) 
0.70 GHz                                 1.70 GHz                                 3.30 GHz 
0.96 GHz                               2.70 GHz                                 3.80 GHz 
(a) 
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The simulated and measured co- and cross-polarized radiation patterns at the start 
and stop frequencies of each band in H-plane (XZ plane) and V-plane (YZ plane) are 
shown in Fig. 7.8. It is apparent that the proposed antenna has a good agreement in 
radiation pattern between the simulations and the measurements. The radiation 
patterns may have some distortions at B3. These distortions are due to the large 
substrate aperture in terms of λ0B3 (2λ0B3 × 2λ0B3). Nevertheless, radiation patterns are 
still applicable to indoor base station antenna usage across the three bands. The 
HPBWs and the XPD are illustrated in Table 7.2. Fig. 7.9 presents the realized gains 
at B1, B2 and, B3 in simulation and measurements. The antenna has a stable gain 
across the entire bands. The average realized gains are tabulated in Table 7.2. 
Table 7.2. The HPBWs, XPD and Gains of the Proposed Antenna 
Frequency Band 
HPBW (º) 
XPD (dB) Average Gain (dBi) 
H-Plane V-Plane 
B1 73±2 100±5 ≥ 20 5.5 
B2 65±5 72±8 ≥ 18 8 
B3 80±6 70±8 ≥ 15 5.5 
 
 
Fig. 7.9. The proposed antenna simulated and measured realized gains 
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Table 7.3 displays a comparison between multi-band indoor base station antennas 
performance and the proposed antenna. For a fair comparison, the size of each antenna 
is normalized to λL (where λL is the wavelength at the lowest operating frequency). It 
is apparent that the proposed antenna is the only candidate that can operate across the 
three bands simultaneously with broad BWs and dual-polarized performance. It also 
has a relatively small size. Note that the reported omnidirectional base station antennas 
in [127] and [131] have low profiles as they do not have reflectors. 
As mentioned in the previous section, B1 and B3 can be tuned independently by 
controlling the parameters of the bowtie and cat-ear radiators (types 2 and 3) 
respectively. Therefore, to optimize the proposed antenna BW, it is necessary to 
understand how these parameters affect the antenna performance. Their effects are 
studied through simulations. 
7.3.1. Effect of the Bowtie Dipole Length (Type 2) 
The first parameter to be studied is the bowtie arm length (Lb). As has been stated 
in Table 7.1, the bowtie dipoles contribute to the radiation across B1 only with a very 
slight effect on B2 and B3. Thus, B1 can be controlled independently from B2 and B3 
by changing the length Lb. As noticed in Fig. 7.10, when the length Lb increases, B1 
is shifted to lower frequencies while B2 has almost no changes. There are slight 
changes in B3 due to the coupling between the bowtie arm and the closest cat-ear arm. 
However, there is almost no change in the BW across B3 due to this coupling. The 
optimum value of Lb is found to be 54 mm to cover the whole B1 with VSWR ≤ 2. 
 
Fig. 7.10. Effect of Lb on the reflection coefficient 
Lb 
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7.3.2. Effect of the Cat-Ear Arm Length (Type 3) 
The second parameter to be studied is the cat-ear arm length Uc. Changing Uc does 
not result in any changes in B1 and B2. Thus, B3 can be tuned by changing the 
dimension Uc as shown in Fig. 7.11. The optimum value of Uc is found to be 11.6 mm 
to fully cover B3. 
 
Fig. 7.11. Effect of Uc on the reflection coefficient 
7.4. Summary 
A novel triple-band dual-polarized antenna for the indoor base station has been 
designed, optimized, fabricated and measured. It covers the frequency bands from 0.7 
to 0.96 GHz, from 1.7 to 3 GHz and, from 3.3 to 3.8 GHz simultaneously with high 
XPD. The proposed antenna consists of a combination of three different types of 
radiators: one type for each band. The multi-band performance is achieved by 
optimizing each type which is dedicated to each band independently. Because of its 
multiband performance, its dual-polarization capabilities and small size, the proposed 
antenna is an excellent candidate for the indoor base station, which operates over the 
new sub-6 GHz 5G band as well as the exciting 2G, 3G and, 4G bands. 
The limitation of the antenna element can be noticed at the dipole feeding points 
where a Balun should be designed for balance feeding. This has been overcome during 
the measurements by using an RF choke around the feeding coaxial cables. 
Uc 
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Chapter 8. A 5G MIMO Antenna for 
Broadcast and Traffic Communications 
In the previous chapter, 2G, 3G, 4G and sub-6 GHz 5G frequency bands were 
covered by a single antenna for indoor applications. When it comes to outdoor 
scenarios, 5G is expected to operate in two different roles. The first role is the 
broadcast topology where 5G offers similar services like 2G, 3G and 4G networks. 
Furthermore, the second role is to provide traffic topology where the base station 
antenna allocates multiple beams for multiple users. 
Therefore, this chapter proposes a new design of a dual-polarized base station 
antenna for sub-6 GHz 5G communications covering the band from 3.3 GHz to 3.8 
GHz. The proposed antenna element offers a good impedance matching across the 
desired frequency band with VSWR ≤ 1.5, a stable radiation pattern with a HPBW of 
65 ± 5 º and high isolation between the ports with a small size and a low profile. The 
antenna element is extended to form a planar MIMO antenna array with low ECC 
between its elements to either perform in a broadcast or traffic communication 
topology whenever required. In the broadcast communication topology, the proposed 
MIMO antenna array covers a sector of 65º in the horizontal plane with three different 
down-tilted beam directions at 0º, 10º and 20º in the vertical plane as conventional 
base station antennas used for 2G, 3G and 4G. In traffic topology, the proposed MIMO 
antenna array can direct multiple beams to concurrent multiple users in a Point-to-
Multipoint (P2MP) communication based on a novel Pseudo Inverse Synthesis (PIS). 
The novel PIS is proved to be better than the other approaches which use frequency or 
pattern diversity as it possesses the advantage of the pattern diversity (by using a single 
frequency for multi-user coverage) and the advantages of the frequency diversity (by 
offering good steering capability and high directivity for each user). It is capable of 
radiating dynamic multiple beams simultaneously with excellent flexibility and 
steering capability in real-time processing and outperforming other multi-beam 
antenna array methods. Thus, this new design is an ideal candidate for the new 5G 
mobile base stations. 
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8.1. Introduction 
Future wireless access will extend beyond people, supporting connectivity for any 
device that may benefit from being connected. One of the key motivators for 5G is to 
provide ubiquitous, high-speed, high-quality wireless broadband coverage to meet 
societal and industrial needs beyond 2020. Outdoors 5G base station antennas should 
maintain the same feature as 2G, 3G and 4G base station antennas (in terms of good 
impedance matching, dual-polarization, stable radiation pattern and high XPD) in 
addition to their ability to allocate multiple beams for multiple simultaneous users. 
Many successful designs have been introduced for the 2G, 3G and 4G base stations 
using planar cross dipoles [133] or 3D printed cross dipoles [135]. Furthermore, quite 
a few designs have been recently introduced for the sub-6 GHz 5G applications. In 
[136], stacked patch antenna was used to operate at a single frequency of 3.7 GHz. In 
[137], an antenna based on vector synthetic mechanism was introduced with a small 
size and an industrial impedance matching (VSWR ≤ 1.5) but its BW is insufficient 
(3.3-3.6 GHz). In [138], the BW was improved at the expense of the antenna size to 
meet the non-industrial impedance matching requirement (VSWR ≤ 2). In [139], a 2×2 
antenna subarray was used to provide a high gain covering the frequency band from 
3.45 GHz to 3.55 GHz. Later on, a metamaterial was used to design multiband 
antennas as in  [140] and [141] but their single-polarization limits their applications in 
mobile communications. 
MIMO is considered as a key technology for deploying the 5G network at both Sub-
6 GHz and mm-wave bands. For the next few years, the Sub-6 GHz for the 5G network 
will be in service side-by-side with the 3G and 4G networks to provide broadcast 
wireless mobile communications. Furthermore, 5G is expected to provide traffic 
communications on a P2MP basis [142]. Many approaches have been adopted to 
achieve traffic communication topology. The most commonly used approach is 
applying frequency or pattern diversity to a MIMO antenna array. In pattern diversity, 
the MIMO array is divided into small subarrays each of which is fed and controlled 
independently to direct its beam to a user [143]. For frequency diversity, different 
frequencies within the 5G frequency band (with a separation of 40 MHz at least 
between two successive frequencies) are employed to generate different radiation 
patterns directed to concurrent users on a one-to-one basis [144]. The main drawbacks 
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of the pattern diversity approach are the low directivity (user-selectivity) and the 
limited steering capability of the radiation pattern due to the limited subarrays 
apertures. On the other hand, although the frequency diversity approach affords high 
directive beams with good steering capabilities, the narrow BW limits the number of 
users to 10-12 at any moment per base station [145]. 
Another approach to achieve traffic communication topology is using multi-beam 
antenna arrays to generate a number of simultaneous or switchable but independent 
directive beams with a high gain [142]-[143]. A multi-beam antenna array may use a 
Butler matrix [146]-[148] or multi-feeding ports [149], to generate concurrent but 
static multiple beams or digital [150] and hybrid beamforming [151] to generate 
dynamic but switched multiple beams. To get the advantages of having concurrent and 
dynamic multi-beam radiation pattern simultaneously by a single antenna array, array 
syntheses are applied using different optimization algorithms [152]-[157]. These 
algorithms need a long processing time which limits their usages in the real-time 5G 
applications. 
Based on the above discussion, a novel dual-polarized antenna element for sub-6 
GHz 5G applications is proposed in this chapter. The proposed antenna element covers 
the frequency band from 3.3 GHz to 3.8 GHz with VSWR ≤ 1.5 and good isolation 
between its ports (better than 25 dB). It offers a high XPD and a stable radiation pattern 
within its frequency band with a HPBW of 65 ± 5º in addition to its small size and low 
profile in comparison to the reported antennas in the literature. 
Another major contribution in this chapter is that a 5G MMO antenna array based 
on the new antenna element is proposed. The proposed MIMO array offers a good 
diversity performance with very low ECC between its antenna elements. It offers the 
freedom to operate in broadcast or traffic topology. In broadcast topology, the MIMO 
array covers a spatial sector of 65º and 30º in horizontal and vertical planes 
respectively. In traffic topology, a novel PIS is applied which has been found to enjoy 
the advantages of the frequency diversity approach (high directivity and good steering 
capability of the radiation pattern) without scarifying the advantage of the pattern 
diversity approach (using a single frequency for multi-user coverage). Furthermore, 
PIS outperforms the reported approaches in multi-beam antenna arrays as it offers 
simultaneous dynamic multiple beams with excellent flexibility and steering capability 
in real-time processing. 
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The chapter is organized as follows: Section 8.2 describes the proposed antenna 
element, its working principles, its results and some parametrical studies; Section 8.3 
discusses the proposed MIMO antenna array in the two sub-6 GHz 5G communication 
topologies (broadcast and traffic) with a detailed discussion on the proposed PIS and 
a comparison to other reported approaches. Finally, a summary is drawn in Section 
8.4. 
8.2. Dual-Polarized Antenna Element 
8.2.1. Antenna Element Design 
In this section, a novel dual-polarized antenna element covering the band from 3.3 
GHz to 3.8 GHz is illustrated. Fig. 8.1 shows the exploded geometry of the proposed 
design: the antenna consists of three stacked layers. Layer I (the feeding layer) is a 
Rogers RT5880 laminate with thickness Hd = 1.6 mm, relative permittivity εr1 = 2.2 
and a loss tangent of 0.0009. A square feeding patch is printed on the top of Layer I 
with two orthogonal 50 Ω feed lines for dual-polarization, which are excited by two 
feeding ports. A ground plane is printed on the bottom side of Layer I to provide 
unidirectional radiation. Layer II is a foam layer with thickness H = 9 mm and relative 
permittivity εr2 ≈ 1. Layer III (the radiating layer) is a Rogers RT5880 laminate, which 
has the same characteristics as Layer I. A radiating square patch, with the same 
dimensions as the feeding patch, is printed on the bottom side of Layer III while a 
parasitic copper patch is printed on the top side. Two orthogonal symmetrical 
rectangular slots are cut in the radiating patch. The three layers are oriented in the XY 
plane. The three layers, the three patches (feeding, radiating and parasitic patches) and 
the slots are concentric. For base station antennas, ± 45º dual-polarization is required. 
Therefore, the side lengths of the layers, patches, feed lines and slots form angles of 
±45º with the X and Y-axes respectively. 
The optimized dimensions (in mm) are determined as follows: WP1 = WP2 = 27, 
WP3 = 20, WS1 = 71, WS2 = 30, L_Slot = 9, W_Slot = 3, and H = 9. 
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Fig. 8.1. Exploded geometry of the radiating antenna element 
8.2.2. Methodology and Principle of Operation  
The design is based on creating a broadband antenna using capacitive coupling 
between multiple layers. 
Two reference designs (antenna REF1 and antenna REF2) are employed to 
understand the working principle of the proposed antenna element as shown in Fig. 
8.2. Initially, a single substrate (Layer I) with a square patch of 0.5λg in length was 
designed with dual orthogonal feed lines (where λg is the guided wavelength at the 
central frequency 3.55 GHz) (antenna REF1). In this case, the BW observed is narrow. 
The design is amended by adding Layer II and Layer III (without the parasitic patch) 
above Layer I with radiating patch printed on the bottom side of Layer III. The 
radiating patch, in this case, is fed by the electric field coupling from Layer I. 
Furthermore, two rectangular slots are cut in the radiating patch to improve the 
impedance matching across the desired frequency band (antenna REF2). So, the BW 
is observed to be wider but still not satisfactory. The BW can be further improved by 
printing a parasitic patch on the top side of Layer III (proposed design). The parasitic 
patch can improve the BW by adding a capacitive loading to the antenna input 
impedance and hence cover the frequency band from 3.3 GHz to 3.8 GHz with a 
reflection coefficient ≤ -15 dB (VSWR ≤ 1.5) as shown in Fig. 8.2. 
Top layer metal Bottom layer metal 
Rogers RT5880 Foam (Air) 
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Fig. 8.3 shows the current distributions across the radiating patch at the central 
frequency (3.55 GHz) feeding on port 1 (+ 45º) and port 2 (- 45º). It is evident that the 
two current distributions are symmetrically inverted which indicates good isolation 
between the ports and high XPD between co- and cross-polarized radiation patterns. 
 
Fig. 8.2. References and the proposed antenna element designs 
 
Fig. 8.3. The current distributions across the radiating patch at the central frequency 
feeding from (a) port 1 (b) port 2 
Antenna REF1 Antenna REF2 Proposed 
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8.2.3. Antenna Element Results 
To validate the proposed design, a prototype was fabricated as shown in Fig. 8.4 
and then measured. The simulation was accomplished using CST Microwave studio. 
Measured results for S-parameters, gain, and radiation patterns were obtained by using 
a VNA and an anechoic chamber. 
 
 
Fig. 8.4. A prototype of the proposed antenna element 
Fig. 8.5 shows a good agreement between the simulated and measured reflection 
coefficients, isolations between the ports and realized gains. A fractional BW of 14% 
is achieved (3.3-3.8 GHz) with VSWR ≤ 1.5 to meet the standard industrial 
requirement. For simplicity, reflection coefficients in Fig. 8.5 can represent either port 
1 or port 2 because of the symmetrical feeding structure of the antenna element. The 
measured port-to-port isolation is better than 25 dB across the operating frequency 
band. It is apparent also that the proposed antenna has a stable realized gain of 8.5 ± 




50Ω Feeding lines 
Port 1 (+45º) 
  
Port 2 (-45º) 
  
Foam layer 
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Fig. 8.5. Simulated and measured reflection coefficients, isolations between the ports 
and realized gains 
The measured co-and cross-polarized radiation patterns at the start, central and stop 
frequencies in H-plane (XZ plane) and V-plane (YZ plane) are shown in Fig. 8.6. 
Because the antenna structure is almost symmetrical around the X and Y-axes, the 
HPBWs in H-plane and V-plane are about 65 ± 5º across the frequency band. The XPD 
is better than 22 dB at boresight and better than 8 dB within a sector of ± 65º. 
 
 
Fig. 8.6. Normalized measured radiation patterns in (a) H-plane (b) V-plane 
                                      (a)                                                                              (b) 
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A comparison between the state-of-the-art sub-6 GHz 5G antennas reported in the 
literature and the proposed antenna is tabulated in Table 8.1. It is apparent that the 
proposed antenna design has the widest BW with the industrial standard VSWR ≤ 1.5, 
a small size, a high gain with good isolation between its ports and a high XPD. 
Table 8.1. Comparison of Reported Sub-6 GHz 5G Base Station Antennas to the 
Proposed Antenna 
Ref. [136] [137] [139] Proposed 
Frequency (GHz) 3.65-3.81 3.3-3.6  3.45-3.55  3.3-3.8  
Size (mm3) 86 × 81 × 3 72 × 72 × 18.8 74 × 74 × 1.5 71 × 71 × 12.2 
Isolation (dB) 31 28.8 15 25 
Average gain (dBi) 10 8.2 8 8.8 
Polarization Dual Dual Single Dual 
XPD (dB) 23 24 NA 22 
8.2.4. Parametric Study 
An important parameter in the design is the height of the gap H between the feeding 
and the radiating layers, which determines the coupling between these two layers and 
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Fig. 8.7. Effect of H on the reflection coefficient illustrated by 
(a) S-parameters (b) Smith chart 
When H is smaller, the feeding layer gets closer to the radiating layer and the input 
impedance becomes more capacitive and vice versa as shown in the Smith chart in Fig. 
8.7(b). For optimum impedance matching, H should be 9 mm to achieve VSWR ≤ 1.5 
(the purple circle at the middle of the Smith chart) within the desired frequency band. 
The second parameter studied was the length of the slots L_Slot in the radiating 
patch. It controls the input impedance of the radiating patch seen from the feeding 
points. L_Slot is optimized and set to be 9 mm to cover the frequency band from 3.3 
GHz to 3.8 GHz with a reflection coefficient better than -15 dB as shown in Fig. 8.8. 
 
Fig. 8.8. Effect of L_Slot on the reflection coefficient 
(b)  
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The third parameter studied was the side length of the parasitic patch WP3. It affects 
the amount of the capacitive loading added to the antenna input impedance. The larger 
the parasitic patch, the higher the capacitive loading is added. WP3 is set to 20 mm for 
optimum impedance matching across the desired frequency band as presented 
in Fig. 8.9. 
 
Fig. 8.9. Effect of WP3 on the reflection coefficient 
8.3. MIMO Antenna Array 
In this section, a dual-polarized MIMO antenna array based on the antenna element 
presented in Section 8.2 is designed to operate in one of the two different 
communication topologies used in 5G mobile communications (broadcast and traffic). 
In the broadcast topology, the 5G base station antenna array is required to perform 
as conventional directive 2G, 3G and 4G base station antennas covering a sector in a 
hexagonal cellular mobile network with a horizontal HBPW of 65º and a vertical down 
tilting from 0º to 20º. 
On the other hand, in the traffic topology, the 5G base station antenna is required 
to communicate with concurrent users in a P2MP communication by assigning 
multiple beams with narrow HPBWs to multiple users (typically one beam for each 
user). Switching between these two topologies (broadcast and traffic) depends on the 
excitation scenarios of the antenna elements in the MIMO array. 
Fig. 8.10 presents the proposed MIMO antenna array structure. It consists of 27 
elements (3 columns and 9 rows). The spacing between two successive columns is set 
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to 65 mm (0.8λ0) while the spacing between two successive rows is set to 50 mm 
(0.6λ0) (where λ0 is the free space wavelength at the central frequency 3.55 GHz). To 
identify the location of an antenna element in the array easily, the columns are 
numbered as C1, C2 and C3 from left to right while the rows are numbered as R1 to 
R9 from up to down as shown in Fig. 8.10. 
 
Fig. 8.10. The structure of the proposed MIMO antenna array 
To evaluate the diversity performance of the proposed MIMO array, the ECC can 
be obtained using equation (3.4). ECC is calculated and plotted in Fig. 8.11. Results 
show that the proposed MIMO array offer very low ECC. The maximum ECC is less 
than 0.004 across the operating frequency band, far less than the general criteria of 
ECC < 0.3. The two communication topologies are described in details as follows. 
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Fig. 8.11. ECC of the ports of the proposed MIMO antenna array 
8.3.1. Broadcast Communication Topology 
In the broadcast communication topology, the MIMO antenna array is divided 
horizontally into three vertical linear subarrays; C1, C2 and, C3 as shown in Fig. 
8.12(a). Each linear subarray consists of 9 antenna elements. The excitation signals 
for each subarray are set such that the radiated main lobes are directed to 0º 
(boresight), -10º and -20º for C1, C2 and C3 respectively. The negative sign at each 
angle indicates that the main lobe is tilted downwards. Each subarray has a vertical 
HPBW of 10º. Therefore, the three main lobes cover a vertical sector from +5º to -
25º contiguously without overlapping or gaps (from +5º to -5º by C1, from -5º to -
15º by C2 and from -15º to -25º by C3) as shown in Fig. 8.12(b). It worth noting 
that the horizontal HPBW of each radiation pattern is almost the same as the single 
antenna element. Because the three main lobes are contiguous in the V-plane 
without overlapping, they almost do not interfere in the H-plane. Therefore, the 
combined radiation pattern also has the same horizontal HPBW as the single antenna 
element. The combined radiation pattern of the three subarrays covers a solid sector 
with horizontal and vertical HPBWs of 65º and 30º respectively. 
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Fig. 8.12. The broadcast communication topology illustrated by  
(a) 3D radiation patterns (b) V-plane 
8.3.2. Traffic Communication Topology 
Generally, in traffic communication topology, pattern or frequency diversity 
approach is commonly used. The approach of using a multi-beam array is also 
applied. In this section, a multi-beam antenna array based on PIS is proposed. The 
pattern and frequency diversities for the same MIMO antenna array structure are 
illustrated to show how the proposed PIS can overcome the drawbacks of pattern 
and frequency diversities. 
(a)  
(b)  
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Fig. 8.13. A P2MP communication scenario for three users 
A P2MP communication scenario is assumed in this chapter where three users 
are located at three different angles (+30º, 0º and -30º respectively) as shown in Fig. 
8.13. For the pattern diversity approach, the MIMO array is divided vertically into 
three planar 3×3 subarrays. Subarray I (consists of R1, R2 and R3), subarray II 
(consists of R4, R5 and R6) and subarray III (consists of R7, R8 and R9) as shown 
in Fig. 8.14(a). The three subarrays operate at the same frequency and the excitation 
signals of each subarray are set independently to direct its main lobe to one of the 
users on a one-to-one basis. From the combined radiation pattern shown in Fig. 
8.14(a), we can see that there are two main drawbacks in the pattern diversity 
approach. The first drawback is that the combined radiation pattern has overlapped 
the main lobes due to their low directivity (selectivity) toward the users because the 
subarrays aperture is limited. The second drawback is the limited capability of beam 
steering of each subarray due to the limitation in the subarray aperture. 
For the frequency diversity approach, the whole MIMO antenna array is excited 
by signals at three different frequencies (3.3GHz, 3.5GHz and 3.8 GHz) as shown 
in Fig. 8.14(b). First, the phases of the signal at each frequency are adjusted to direct 
the main lobe of the radiation pattern at this frequency to one of the users in a one-
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Fig. 8.14. The traffic communication topology using  
(a) pattern diversity (b) frequency diversity 
From the radiation patterns shown in Fig. 8.14(b) we notice that the frequency 
diversity approach overcomes the drawbacks of the pattern diversity approach as it 
offers high directivity and good steering capability because it uses the whole array 
aperture. On the other hand, the disadvantage of the frequency diversity approach 
(a) 
(b) 
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is using a single frequency for each user instead of using a single frequency for 
multiple users, which is considered as an advantage in the pattern diversity 
approach. The separation between the frequencies should be 40 MHz at least [144]. 
This limits the number of users served by the base station antenna due to the limited 
spectrum of the 5G (typically 10-12 users). 
Multi-beam antenna arrays may also be used to serve multiple users in the traffic 
communication topology. One of the methods used in multi-beam antenna arrays is 
the simultaneous static multi-beam approach using a Butler matrix or multiple 
feeding ports. The drawbacks of this method are the limited steering capability of 
the static multi-beam, which does not meet the requirements for 5G mobile 
applications and that the more beams are required, the more complicated feeding 
network is needed. Another method used in multi-beam arrays is utilizing digital, 
analogue or hybrid beamforming technique, which allows dynamic but switchable 
(not simultaneous) multiple beams. In this case, time-division coverage among the 
users is applied which highly limits the data streaming rate. Another method used 
in multi-beam antenna arrays is utilizing optimization algorithms to synthesize 
multi-beam radiation patterns. Although the radiation pattern, in this case, may have 
simultaneous and dynamic multiple beams, it needs a long processing time, which 
is not applicable for real-time 5G applications. 
To understand how the proposed PIS works, we first study the general formula 
of the radiation pattern formed by a planar antenna array oriented in the XY plane. 
The 3D radiation pattern P(θ,ϕ) can be found by multiplying the (MN×1) complex 
weight vector Wmn by the (MN×LP) steering matrix A(θ, ϕ) [158]: 
𝑃(𝜃, ∅) = 𝑊𝑚𝑛
𝐻 ⁡× ⁡𝐴(𝜃, ∅) (8.1 ) 
where 
𝑊𝑚𝑛 = [𝑤11, 𝑤21, … , 𝑤𝑀1, 𝑤12, … , 𝑤𝑀𝑁]
𝑇 (8.2 ) 
  
𝐴(𝜃, ∅) = 
[𝑎11(𝜃, ∅), 𝑎21(𝜃, ∅),… , 𝑎𝑀1(𝜃, ∅), 𝑎12(𝜃, ∅), … , 𝑎𝑀𝑁(𝜃, ∅)]
𝑇 (8.3 ) 
  
𝑎𝑚𝑛(𝜃, ∅) = 
[𝑒−𝑖𝑘𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃1)[(𝑚−1)𝑑𝑥 cos(∅1)+(𝑛−1)𝑑𝑦 sin(∅1)], … , 
⁡𝑒−𝑖𝑘𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝐿)[(𝑚−1)𝑑𝑥 cos(∅1)+(𝑛−1)𝑑𝑦 sin(∅1)], … , 
⁡𝑒−𝑖𝑘𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝐿)[(𝑚−1)𝑑𝑥 cos(∅𝑃)+(𝑛−1)𝑑𝑦 sin(∅𝑃)]] (8.4 ) 
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(۰)T and (۰)H stand for the transpose and Hermitian transpose, M and N are the total 
numbers of the array rows and columns, θ and ϕ are the aspect angles in the XZ and 
YZ planes measured from the antenna array boresight, L and P are the numbers of 
the defined aspect angles θ and ϕ, dx and dy are the separations between two 
successive antenna elements in the X-axis and Y-axis respectively, wmn is the 
complex weight of the antenna element number mn, k is the angular wavenumber 
which equals to 2π/λ and λ is the free-space wavelength. 
If we consider Pd(θ,ϕ) as a pre-defined 3D radiation pattern at each value of θ 
and ϕ, the corresponding synthesized complex weight vector Wmns can be found by 
substituting in equation (8.1) to yield 
𝑊𝑚𝑛𝑠
𝐻 = 𝑃𝑑(𝜃, ∅) ⁡×⁡ [𝐴(𝜃, ∅)]
−1 (8.5 ) 
To obtain the inverse of the steering matrix A(θ,ϕ) using classical mathematics, 
A(θ,ϕ) should be a non-singular square matrix (i.e. MN = LP). Therefore, we have 
two cases. 
(a) Case (1): the number of the array elements MN should be as large as the number 
of the defined aspect angles LP, which will result in an extremely large array 
(not practical). 
(b) Case (2): the number of the defined aspect angles LP is as limited as the number 
of the array elements MN, which results in a radiation pattern with a poor 
resolution. 
To solve this problem, pseudo Moore–Penrose inverse matrix is used to obtain the 
inverse of A(θ,ϕ). Thus, from equation (8.5), PIS is defined as 
𝑊𝑚𝑛𝑠
𝐻 = 𝑃𝑑(𝜃, ∅) ⁡× ⁡[𝐴
𝐻(𝜃, ∅) × (𝐴(𝜃, ∅) × 𝐴𝐻(𝜃, ∅))
−1
] (8.6 ) 
By applying PIS in equation (8.6) to a pre-defined radiation pattern Pd(θ,ϕ) with 
three narrow main lobes at -30º, 0º and 30º to match the requirements of the P2MP 
communication scenario presented in Fig. 8.13, the corresponding synthesized 
complex weight vector Wmns can be determined as shown in Table 8.2. The weight 
vector tabulated in Table 8.2 is applied to the proposed MIMO antenna array and 
the simulated 3D radiation pattern is presented in Fig. 8.15(a). 
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Table 8.2. Synthesized Complex Weight Vector Wmns Using PIS 
Antenna Elements R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 
Complex 
weight 
Attenuation (dB) 0 16 13 1.5 4.3 10 7 0.6 19 
Phase (º) 0 0 180 0 0 180 0 0 180 
 
 
Fig. 8.15. The traffic communication topology using the PIS illustrated by 
(a) 3D radiation patterns (b) V-plane 
(a) 
(b) 
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It is clear that PIS has overcome the disadvantages of both the frequency and 
pattern diversity approaches as it can cover the three users simultaneously at a single 
frequency with a high directivity (a narrow beamwidth) and good steering 
capability. It can also generate a radiation pattern with simultaneous and dynamic 
multiple beams in real-time processing. From Fig. 8.15(b), it is evident that the pre-
defined and the simulated radiation patterns have a good agreement, which indicates 
how accurate the PIS is. 
For more validating of the proposed PIS, unlike the first scenario, another 
scenario with an asymmetric distribution of three users is assumed at +30º, -5º and  
-20º respectively. Again, the PIS could accurately direct multiple beams for multiple 
users on a one-to-one basis as shown in Fig. 8.16 
 
Fig. 8.16. The traffic communication topology using the proposed PIS for asymmetric 
users distribution 
 Table 8.3 compares the different approaches used in the literature with the 
proposed PIS. It is clear that the proposed PIS overcomes the drawbacks found in 
other approaches as PIS can generate a simultaneous dynamic multi-beam radiation 
pattern with high directivity and a good steering capability at a single frequency in 
a real-time processing outperforming other multi-beam antenna array methods 
(while the frequency diversity approach uses multiple frequencies). Furthermore, 
the number of users served by the MIMO 5G base station can be increased by 
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Pattern Diversity Single Low Low Yes Yes 
Frequency Diversity Multiple High High Yes Yes 
Simultaneous Multi-beam 
[146]-[147]-[148]-[149] 
Single High Static Yes Yes 
Switchable Multi-beam 
[150]-[151] 
Single High High No Yes 
Optimized Multi-beam 
[154]-[155]-[156]-[157] 
Single High High Yes No 
PIS Single High High Yes Yes 
8.4. Summary 
A new dual-polarized base station antenna has been designed, optimized, fabricated 
and measured for the sub-6 GHz 5G applications. The proposed design covers the 
frequency band from 3.3 GHz to 3.8 GHz with industrial impedance matching 
specification (VSWR ≤ 1.5) and good isolation between its ports. It also has a stable 
radiation pattern within the desired frequency band with a small size and low profile 
in comparison to other reported designs. A MIMO antenna array based on the antenna 
element has been proposed to perform in one of the two 5G communication topologies 
(broadcast and traffic). A novel PIS has been illustrated and applied to the proposed 
MIMO array for the traffic topology. It has been shown that PIS offers the advantages 
of both the frequency and pattern diversity approaches as it uses a single frequency to 
generate multiple beams with high directivity and good steering capability. PIS has 
also been shown outperforming other multi-beam antenna array methods as it is 
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capable of radiating simultaneous dynamic multiple beams in real-time which makes 
the proposed design an ideal antenna candidate for the sub-6 GHz 5G base stations. 
The only drawback of the PIS can be noticed when two or more users are very close 
to each other. In this case, time division multiplexing should be applied between these 
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Chapter 9. A Camouflage Antenna for 
5G Pico-Cell Base Stations 
In the previous chapter, a MIMO base station antenna array was proposed to serve 
5G applications in hexagonal cell networks. However, in this chapter, we focus on the 
PC base stations, which are more likely to be utilized in 5G mobile communication 
networks. 
This chapter proposes a new design of a camouflage dual-polarized antenna for 5G 
PC base stations. The antenna covers the frequency band from 3.3 GHz to 3.8 GHz 
with VSWR ≤ 1.5. The antenna enjoys good isolation between its ports (≥ 23 dB) and 
a low profile. The proposed antenna consists of two layers (a radiating layer and a 
feeding layer) separated by an air gap. The radiating layer uses a Transparent 
Conducting Oxide (TCO) to form two patches (a radiating patch and a parasitic patch) 
printed on the opposite sides of a glass laminate. The radiating layer has visual 
transparency of 77%, which makes it possible to be integrated with the glass cover of 
the head of a street lamp while the feeding layer is embedded inside the head for 
camouflage. A 2 × 2 antenna array is formed to achieve a realized gain of 13.2 dBi and 
a 3-dB solid angle of 33º × 33º, which makes the proposed design an excellent 
candidate for the 5G PC base stations. 
9.1. Introduction 
To deliver that high-speed connectivity, the next generation of cellular networks 
(5G) will use new types or airwaves that do not travel far. Meaning carriers will need 
to build dense webs of small cell towers on the side of buildings, on lampposts, even 
on newspaper boxes, the cells are roughly the size of a laptop. Therefore, the small cell 
base stations are set to play an important role in expanding the capacity of wireless 
networks [159]. The design of PC base stations has attracted the attention of the 
research and the industry communities as it has posed new challenges on making them 
small size, low power and low cost in comparison to the traditional Macrocell base 
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stations [160]. Typical coverage scenarios of Macrocell and PC base stations can be 
illustrated in Fig. 9.1. 
 
Fig. 9.1. Macrocell and PC base stations coverage [160] 
To respond to the public pressure of less conspicuous antenna systems, designers 
tend to produce camouflage base station antennas, which can be visually hidden [161]. 
Two main approaches can be utilized to achieve the concept of constructing 
camouflage antennas. The first approach is to install the base station antenna on a 
customized platform that looks like a part of the surrounding environment, like a palm 
tree in a garden or a cactus tree on the side of a highway road as shown in Fig. 9.2. 
This approach is quite costly because of the need for building a customized platform 
for each base station. 
 
Fig. 9.2. Base station antennas on camouflage platforms [161] 
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The second approach is to integrate the base station antenna with an already existing 
object in the surrounding environment such as the cross at the top of the cathedral 
shown in Fig. 9.3(a), which is nothing but a base station antenna array or being 
integrated to transparent window glass as shown in Fig. 9.3(b). 
 
Fig. 9.3. A camouflage base station integrated to (a) cathedral cross (b) window glass 
The concept of using a camouflage antenna in wireless communication is nothing 
new. It has been adopted for both military [162] and civilian [163] applications. 
Furthermore, in [164], a transparent conductor printed on a glass substrate has been 
employed to form a transparent antenna, which is of low visibility and could be an 
attractive candidate for new PC base stations. 
To make a transparent antenna, the selection of a suitable material is vital. 
Transparent conductive materials have been prepared with oxides of tin, indium, zinc 
and cadmium using magnetron sputtering [165]-[166]. These TCOs are employed in a 
wide spectrum of applications such as solar cells, electromagnetic shielding and touch-
panel controls [167]. Notably, there has been little commercial application of TCOs in 
antenna design. Attempts have been made to create transparent patch antennas for 
automobile windshields and solar cells [168]-[172]. Many papers on this subject 
expressed the inability to achieve high gains (larger than 2 dBi) [171] due to the 
reduced efficiency of microstrip patch antennas with a ground plane compared with 
dipole antennas with no ground plane [170]. One of the problems is skin depth losses 
introduced by the requirement of thin TCO depositions for high optical transparency. 
Furthermore, ground effect losses present in patch antennas further aggravate the loss 
                             (a)                                                                (b)                      
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due to skin effects. Both issues coupled with the relatively low conductivity of TCOs 
in comparison to copper [173], can cause significant increases in surface resistance of 
the microstrip patch and result in lower efficiency. Taking into consideration all of 
these effects, this work will also evaluate the necessary requirements of a transparent 
material for making such an antenna. 
In this chapter, a novel transparent dual-polarized antenna array for sub-6 GHz 5G 
PC base stations is proposed. The antenna element has a transparent radiator printed 
on a transparent glass laminate, which gives the proposed design the advantage of 
being partially invisible. This low visibility allows the proposed antenna to be feasibly 
integrated with other daily suitable surrounding equipment to achieve visual 
camouflage. In this work, the street lamp is selected as an example of such surrounding 
equipment, which can be any other suitable one. A possible coverage scenario using 
the proposed PC base station is presented in Fig. 9.4. 
 
Fig. 9.4. The illustrative scenario of the 5G coverage area using the proposed 
PC base station 
The chapter is organized as follows: Section 9.2 describes the proposed antenna 
element design and its simulated and measured results; Section 9.3 discusses a 2 × 2 
square antenna array configuration and its simulated and measured results; Section 9.4 
illustrates the integration of the antenna array with a street lamp and its effects on the 
antenna performance; and finally, a summary is drawn in Section 9.5. 
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9.2. The Proposed Antenna Element 
9.2.1. Antenna Element Design and Performance 
In this section, the proposed antenna element is illustrated. Fig. 9.5 shows the 
exploded geometry of the proposed design. The antenna element shares the same 
features and working principles of the antenna element proposed in Chapter 8. 
However, a major difference between the two antennas is that the proposed antenna 
element in this chapter uses a transparent radiating layer.  
The antenna consists of two layers separated by an air gap. Layer I (the feeding 
layer) is a Rogers RT5880 laminate with thickness Hd1 = 1.6 mm, relative permittivity 
εr1 = 2.2 and a loss tangent of 0.0009. A square copper feeding patch is printed on the 
top of Layer I with two orthogonal 50 Ω microstrip feed lines for dual-polarization, 
which are excited by two feeding ports. A copper ground plane is printed on the bottom 
side of Layer I to provide unidirectional radiation. Layer II (the radiating layer) is a 
glass laminate with thickness Hd2 = 2.2 mm, relative permittivity εr2 = 2.3 and loss 
tangent of 0.0054. A radiating square patch using a thin film of TCO is printed on the 
bottom side of Layer II with the same dimensions as the feeding patch. Indium tin 
oxide (ITO) film with a thickness of 0.3 μm and having a conductivity of 5.6 × 105 
S/m is used as the TCO to achieve optical transparency of 88% for the radiating patch 
[174]. The material properties of the ITO will be explained in a later section. 
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Two orthogonal symmetrical rectangular slots are cut in the radiating patch to 
improve the impedance matching and the transparency. A parasitic ITO patch is 
printed on the top side of the glass laminate to improve the impedance matching by 
adding a capacitive loading to the antenna input impedance. The two layers are 
separated by an air gap of a height of H. The radiating layer is fed by the electric field 
coupling from the feeding layer. The two layers are oriented in the XY plane. The two 
layers, the three patches (feeding, radiating and parasitic patches) and the slots are 
concentric. For ± 45º dual-polarization, the side lengths of the layers, patches, feed 
lines and slots form angles of ±45º with the X and Y-axes respectively. Four supporting 
rods are used to, mechanically, fix the radiating layer above the feeding layer at a 
height H.  The optimized dimensions (in mm) are determined as WP1 = WP2 = 27, 
WP3 = 20, WS1 = 71, WS2 = 30, L_Slot = 9, W_Slot = 3 and H = 7. 
To validate the design, a prototype was fabricated as shown in Fig. 9.6. In Fig. 9.6 
(a), 20 stacked radiating layers are placed on a white paper to make the parasitic and 
radiating patches partially visible while Fig. 9.6 (b) shows a single radiating layer with 
an overall transparency of 77% (transparency for each patch is 88% while the 
transparency of the glass is around 99%). 
 
(a)                      
  
(b)                      
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Fig. 9.6. Prototypes of (a) 20 stacked radiating layers (b) a transparent single radiating 
layer (c) the proposed antenna element 
Fig. 9.7 shows a good agreement between the simulated and measured reflection 
coefficients, isolations between the ports and realized gains. A fractional BW of 14% 
is achieved (3.3-3.8 GHz) with a reflection coefficient less than -15 dB (VSWR ≤ 1.5) 
to meet the standard industrial requirement. The measured port-to-port isolation is 
better than 23 dB across the frequency band. It is also apparent that the proposed 
antenna has a stable realized gain of 7.3 dBi across the frequency band of interest. 
 
Fig. 9.7. Simulated and measured reflection coefficients, isolation between the ports, 
and realized gains 
(c)                      
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The measured co-and cross-polarized radiation patterns at the start, central and stop 
frequencies in H-plane (XZ plane) and V-plane (YZ plane) are shown in Fig. 9.8. 
Because the structure is almost symmetrical around the X and Y-axes, the HPBWs in 
H-plane and V-plane are about 75º across the frequency band. The XPD is better than 
23 dB at boresight. 
 
Fig. 9.8. Measured radiation patterns of proposed antenna element across 
(a) H-plane. (b) V- plane 
A comparison between the state-of-the-art sub-6 GHz 5G antennas reported in the 
literature and the proposed antenna is tabulated in Table 9.1. It is apparent that the 
proposed antenna has a relatively wide BW and small size, with good isolation 
between its ports and a high XPD. The proposed antenna gain is slightly less than the 
gains of the other reported design as the efficiency of the proposed antenna is around 
72% - 74% (~ -1.4 dB). This is due to using ITO as a conductor, which has less 
conductivity than the copper used in the reported designs. 
The most important feature in the proposed antenna is its availability to be 
integrated with an object (such as a streetlamp in our case) for camouflage purposes 
because of its transparent radiating part. 
(a)                                                              (b) 
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Table 9.1. Comparison of Reported Sub-6 GHz 5G Base Station Antennas to the 
Proposed Antenna 
Ref. [175] [176] [177] [178] Proposed 
Frequency Band (GHz) 3.65-3.81 3.3-3.6 3.5-5.1 3.45-3.55 3.3-3.8 
Fractional BW 4.3% 8.7% 37.2% 2.9% 14.1% 
Size (mm3) 86×81×3 72×72×18.8 60×60×17 74×74×1.5 71×71×11 
Isolation (dB) 31 28.8 18 15 23 
Gain (dBi) 10 8.2 8 8 7.3 
Polarization Dual Dual Dual Single Dual 
XPD (dB) 23 24 NA NA 23 
Camouflage NA NA NA NA Available 
9.2.2. Transparent Material Properties 
In this section, the various design parameters for the TCOs are discussed. 
Transparent oxides such as ITO, belong to the family of oxides (In2O3: Sn) that possess 
high optical transparency (> 80% at 550 nm wavelength) and good electrical 
conductivity at microwave frequencies (> 105 S/m) [173] [174]. These seemingly 
opposing characteristics of transparent and conducting oxides are possible through 
some of the laws of physics. In an effort to understand the duality of optical 
transparency and microwave conductivity of TCOs, a deeper understanding of TCO 
doping is required. In the case of ITO, simultaneous transparency and conductivity are 
possible due to the chemical doping of tin for indium or by the presence of oxygen 
impurities in indium oxides. With enough doping, it is possible to create a degenerate 
gas of free carrier absorption in far-infrared frequencies where the material is 
transparent at visible wavelengths. These free carriers produce, high electronic 
conductivity at microwave frequencies [173] [179]. Under this free electron model, 
created by conduction band doping, the optical and conductive properties may be 
simply described by using Drude's model [180]. With this model, it is possible to use 
Maxwell's equations to model the conductivity and permittivity of the TCO as a 
function of frequency. After a vigorous set of derivations, it has been found that in 
order to maximize the transmission of the whole visible electromagnetic spectrum 
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(λvisible = 400 nm to 700 nm) through the TCO, the electron density Ne must satisfy the 





2  (9.1 ) 
where μ0 is the magnetic permeability of free space, ε∞ is the high-frequency relative 
permittivity of the TCO and m* = 0.35 me is the effective mass of the TCO. Equation 
(9.1) will serve as a guideline for the doping of free electrons in the TCO to control the 
transparency of the TCO [181].  
The transmission coefficient is dependent on the amount of absorbed energy as it 
travels through the lossy dielectric slab TCO. The amount of absorbed energy is 
determined by the electromagnetic skin depth, which constrains the electromagnetic 
wave energy loss as it travels through a thickness t of the TCO. The transmission of 





 (9.2 )  
The dual characteristic of light absorption and microwave energy conduction of the 
TCO yields two separate equations that determine the skin depth at frequencies where 
the TCO is a good conductor but not very transparent ωP > ω, and where the TCO is 
transparent ωP < ω, as illustrated below: 




 (9.3 )  






 (9.4 )  
where we assume that ω < Eg /h, Z∞ = 377 /( ε ∞)0.5, and μ  is the magnetic permeability 
of the TCO.  
For the first case when the TCO is a good conductor, the skin depth is inversely 
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proportional to the square root of the frequency according to equation (9.3). It is well 
known that as the deposition thickness of TCO becomes thinner than the skin depth, the 
surface resistance dramatically increases as a function of thickness t. However, when 
using TCOs, thin film deposition is necessary to keep transparency high. At higher 
frequencies, the skin depth decreases and hence a thinner TCO deposition thickness can 
be used without increasing the surface resistance. 
For the second case, the transparency, T(t) increases with the skin depth δ according 
to equation (9.2) and hence proportional to the electron mobility μe = qτ /m* and 
inversely proportional to Ne. It is also important to observe that an increase in the free 
electron mass m* will have the same effect according to equation (9.4). The relation 
between the conductivity and electron mobility is given by [180], 
𝜎 = 𝑞𝑁𝑒𝜇𝑒 (9.5 )  
According to equation (9.5), an increase in Ne and μe will increase the conductivity 
of the TCO. Therefore, the choice of a TCO for antenna design is determined by the 
electron density Ne, free-electron mobility μe and free-electron mass m* of the material. 
Upon choosing a specific TCO, by controlling the thickness of film deposition during 




 (9.6 )  
In this work, ITO is used as the TCO for designing the transparent patches. Typical 
values for ITO permittivity and effective electronic mass are ε∞ = 4 and m* = 0.35me 
[173]. Electron mobility on high-quality ITO films can reach values of μe ≈ 50 × 10-4 
m2 V-1 s-1. Drude empirical approximations suggest that the electronic relaxation time 
is τ ≈ 3.3 × 10-15s. The variation of T(t) with deposition thickness for various Ne is 
plotted in Fig. 9.9 using equations (9.2) and (9.4). As the thickness increases, 
transparency decreases. In addition, increasing Ne decreases transparency. 
The frequency band for the proposed design is centred around 3.5 GHz. Upon the 
calculation using equation (9.3), the skin depth is comparable to the thickness of thin-
film deposition. As seen in Fig. 9.9, excellent transparency > 88% can be obtained by 
using a thin ITO coating of thickness approximately 0.3 μm for Ne = 0.7 × 1027 m-3. 
The sheet resistance can be varied by controlling the film thickness, t as seen in Fig. 
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9.10 using equation (9.6). By choosing Ne, the transparency and conductivity of ITO 
can be set before the ITO sheet fabrication. The sheet resistance and transparency can 
be fixed during the antenna fabrication stage by choosing the required film thickness. 
The sheet resistance for ITO at a deposition thickness of 0.3 μm is approximately 6 
Ω/sq for the conductivity of 5.6 × 105 S/m as seen in Fig. 9.10 and this deposition 
thickness is chosen during the antenna fabrication. 































 Ne=0.7 x 10^27 m^-3
 Ne=1.0 x 10^27 m^-3
 Ne=1.3 x 10^27 m^-3
 Ne=1.5 x 10^27 m^-3
 
Fig. 9.9. The optical transmission coefficient of ITO for λ0 = 550 nm and electron 
mobility μe ≈ 50 × 10-4 m2V-1s-1 for various electron densities 





























Fig. 9.10. ITO sheet resistance for electron mobility μe ≈ 50 × 10-4 m2V-1s-1 and ITO 
conductivity σ ≈ 5.6 × 105 S/m for Ne = 0.7 × 1027 m-3 
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9.3. A 2 × 2 Antenna Array 
To increase the antenna gain, a square 2 × 2 antenna array is formed as shown in 
Fig. 9.11 (a) and a prototype has been fabricated as shown in Fig. 9.11 (b). The spacing 
between any two adjacent elements is set to 65 mm (0.8λ0 where λ0 is the free space 
wavelength at the central frequency 3.55 GHz). 
 
Fig. 9.11. A 2 × 2 antenna array (a) layout (b) prototype 
The reflection coefficient and the isolations between the ports (P1, P2… P8) for 
the antenna array are shown in Fig. 9.12. The results indicate a 15 dB return loss across 
65 mm 
65 mm 
P1            P2 P3            P4 
P5            P6 P7            P8 
(a)                      
  
(b)                      
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the desired BW from 3.3 to 3.8 GHz and worst-case isolation of 23 dB between any 
pair of ports. The average realized gain is 13.7 dBi as noticed from Fig. 9.12. 
 
Fig. 9.12. Reflection coefficient, isolations between the ports and realized gains of the 
antenna array 
The simulated and measured radiation patterns of the antenna array at the start, 
central and stop frequencies are shown in Fig. 9.13. The HPBW is 33º in both H and 
V planes. 
 
Fig. 9.13. The simulated and measured radiation patterns of the antenna array at  
(a) 3.3 GHz (b) 3.55 GHz (c) 3.8 GHz 
(a)                                            (b)                                           (c) 
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9.4. Integrated Antenna Array with a Street 
Lamp 
To achieve camouflage, the proposed antenna array presented in section 9.3 is 
integrated with the head of a street lamp. The transparent radiating layer is integrated 
with the transparent glass cover of the head of the street lamp while the feeding layer 
is embedded inside the head as shown in Fig. 9.14. The two layers are separated by an 
air gap of a height H. Finally, a transparent thin protective silicon coating is placed on 
top of the radiating layer to provide protection to the antenna array. 
 
Fig. 9.14. Integration of the proposed antenna array with a street lamp  
(a) feeding layer (b) air gap (c) radiating layers 
Ground  






(a)                      
(b)                      
(c)                      
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To study the effect of the street lamp on the antenna performance, the antenna array 
was re-simulated after integration with the head of the street lamp using CST 
Microwave studio. For more realistic study, the lamp feeding wires, light bulbs, fixing 
screws and nuts were all included in the simulation model. The simulated 3D radiation 
pattern is presented in Fig. 9.15. It is clear that the antenna realized gain has slightly 
decreased to be 13.2 dBi due to the effect of the large size of the head of the street 
lamp and the silicon coating. 
 
Fig. 9.15. The simulated 3D radiation pattern of the proposed antenna array integrated 
with a street lamp. 
9.5. Summary 
A new transparent dual-polarized antenna array for PC base stations has been 
designed, fabricated and measured to serve the sub-6 GHz 5G applications. The 
antenna elements radiate through transparent patches formed using a thin film of a 
transparent ITO conductor printed on glass laminates achieving 77% of transparency. 
The proposed antenna array covers the frequency band from 3.3 GHz to 3.8 GHz with 
VSWR ≤ 1.5 to meet the impedance matching industrial standard and good isolations 
Lamp feeding wires 
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between its ports. It also has a stable radiation pattern within the desired frequency 
band with a small size and low profile. 
Being transparent, the antenna array has been successfully integrated to the head of 
a street lamp to achieve camouflage which makes the proposed design a special ideal 
antenna candidate for camouflage sub-6 GHz 5G PC base stations. 
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Chapter 10. Conclusions and Future 
Work 
10.1. Conclusions 
This thesis introduced many solutions for some challenges and problems that face 
the designers of base station antenna. These solutions have been presented as several 
base station antenna structures and mathematical formulas. These solutions can be 
divided into two main phases or themes: 
In the first phase, MIMO antenna structures were introduced to put some solutions 
of the challenges in MIMO systems such as re-configurability and multi-band 
performance. The introduced solutions showed how a MIMO antenna system could 
maintain high diversity performance. In addition, phased-MIMO array technique has 
been moved from the theory to practice for the first time in this thesis. 
In the second phase, some solutions for the challenges in the new 5G mobile 
network were presented for both indoor and outdoor scenarios. Several antenna 
designs were introduced to meet the requirements of the new 5G network. Moreover, 
an innovative design of transparent antenna was presented for Pico-cell base station. 
Finally, it is worth mentioning that the performance parameters of all the proposed 
antenna solutions were obtained and evaluated based on both simulated and measured 
results. They are in very good agreements. Although some of the designs have some 
limitations, the idea and the knowledge gained should be useful for further design 
guidance. 
In this chapter, the key contributions of this thesis to the development of novel base 
station antennas are summarized in section 10.2. Some suggestions for future work are 
discussed in section 10.3. 
10.2. Key Contributions 
In this thesis, six main contributions to base station antenna designs are 
investigated. These major contributions are detailed in the following sections: 
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10.2.1. A Reconfigurable Dual-Mode Base Station Antenna 
In Chapter 4, a novel design of a dual-polarized oval-shaped cross-dipole antenna 
element was proposed to cover the frequency band from 1.7 to 2.7 GHz. This antenna 
element offers a good impedance matching, a stable radiation pattern, a high XPD and 
a small size. The design was verified by fabricating and measuring a prototype. Based 
on this antenna element, a design of a reconfigurable broadband dual-mode three-
sector antenna was proposed. The reconfigurable antenna can operate as a sectoral 
(directive) or omnidirectional base station antenna whenever required. The selection 
of its role is determined by its excitation only. A prototype was fabricated and 
measured to validate the idea. 
10.2.2. Optimum Partitioning of a Phased-MIMO Antenna 
Array 
In Chapter 5, the concept of applying MIMO OLAS was adopted and optimized for 
multi-band base station antenna. A mathematical formula for optimum partitioning 
scheme of a phased-MIMO antenna array was derived to determine the optimum 
division of an array into subarrays and the number of the elements in each subarray. 
10.2.3. Dual-Band Base Station Antenna Using Overlapped 
Subarrays 
Chapter 6 proposed a novel design of a dual-band fylfot-shaped antenna to cover 
the frequency bands from 0.7 to 0.96 GHz and from 1.7 to 2.7 GHz simultaneously. 
Then, the optimized partitioning scheme mentioned above was applied to a linear 
antenna array that consists of two MIMO OLAS. The array has been found to have the 
same performance as a standard conventional base station antenna but with 25% fewer 
antenna elements, which leads to a smaller size and lower cost. Both the antenna 
element and the antenna array were fabricated and measured. 
10.2.4. A Triple-Band Indoor Base Station Antenna 
The fourth investigation of this work focused on indoor base station antennas. In 
Chapter 7, a novel design of an indoor triple-band dual-polarized base station antenna 
was proposed. The antenna covers the frequency bands from 0.7 to 0.96 GHz, 1.7 to 
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2.7 GHz and 3.3 to 3.8 GHz simultaneously to serve 2G, 3G, 4G and sub-6 GHz 5G 
networks. The antenna performs support MIMO system utilizing polarization diversity 
due to its co-located dual-polarized cross dipoles. To verify the design, a prototype 
was fabricated and measured. 
10.2.5. A 5G MIMO Base Station Antenna for Broadcasting 
and Traffic Communications  
Chapter 8 proposed a novel design of a dual-polarized antenna element for sub-6 
GHz 5G base stations to cover the frequency band from 3.3 to 3.8 GHz. The design 
offers a good impedance matching, high isolation between its ports, a stable radiation 
pattern, and a low profile. A prototype was fabricated and measured to validate the 
design. Moreover, the antenna element was expanded to form a planar MIMO antenna 
array to either perform in a broadcast or traffic communication topology whenever 
required. In the broadcast communication topology, the proposed MIMO antenna 
array covers a sector of 65º in the horizontal plane as conventional base station 
antennas used for 2G, 3G and 4G. In traffic topology, the proposed MIMO antenna 
array can direct multiple beams to concurrent multiple users in P2MP communication 
based on a novel PIS. The novel PIS has been proved to be better than the other 
approaches which use frequency or pattern diversity as it possesses the advantage of 
the pattern diversity (by using a single frequency for multi-user coverage) and the 
advantages of the frequency diversity (by offering good steering capability and high 
directivity for each user). It is capable of radiating dynamic multiple beams with 
excellent flexibility and steering capabilities for real-time processing and 
outperforming other multi-beam antenna array methods. 
10.2.6. A Camouflage Antenna for 5G Pico-Cell Base 
Stations 
In Chapter 9, a novel transparent dual-polarized antenna array for sub-6 GHz 5G 
PC base station was proposed. The antenna element has a transparent radiator printed 
on a transparent glass laminate, which gives the proposed design the advantage of 
being partially invisible. This low visibility allows the proposed antenna to be feasibly 
integrated with other daily suitable surrounding equipment to achieve visual 
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camouflage. In this work, a street lamp was selected as an example of such surrounding 
equipment, which can be any other suitable one. 
10.3. Future work 
Based on the conclusion drawn and the limitations of the work presented, future 
work can be carried out in the following areas; 
(a) Dual-band MIMO 5G base station antenna should be designed to cover the 
sub-6 GHz frequency bands from 3.3 to 3.8 GHz and from 4.8 to 5 GHz. 
This may be a big challenge, as the designed antenna array should support 
not only the dual-band coverage with good performance but also the 
functionality of a MIMO system with effective executions. 
(b) Massive MIMO is a possible solution for 5G base station antennas to 
overcome the limitation introduced by the MIMO system and improve 
diversity performance. 
(c) For 5G base stations at mm-wave, the path loss is a big issue. Therefore, 5G 
base station antenna with a sufficiently high gain is a necessary requirement.  
In such a case, the high gain could not be achieved by increasing the number 
of antenna elements in the antenna array due to the high insertion loss within 
the feeding network at mm-wave bands. Moreover, the base station antenna 
at mm-wave should support good beam steering capabilities. This also may 
be a challenging issue due to the high power consumed within the active 
feeding network. 
(d) Decoupling techniques to improve the antenna array isolation needs to be 
explored for miniaturisation of antenna arrays. 
 
The future work in base station antenna design, especially for 5G networks, is not 
limited to the works proposed in this thesis. According to different applications of this 
technology, developments are still taking place in many areas.  
5G is one of the most sophisticated wireless technologies that have ever been 
developed. The socio-economic impact of 5G is yet to be analysed. However, it will 
make a significant impact on every area where wireless transmission is inevitable. 
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